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-------Pre fa .. c e------
This thesis is an ::"ttempt to present the mosi; recent work 011 vaccine 
therapelttic IneaS1.lreS a,s "'l,.lsed in caBes of chronic a.rtl1I'itis.lt IDS -bee11 
ol)servecl tllat too nlt'!"n~r CE11ses of cl1ronic artb.rit;is e .. re C011sid.ered. hopeless 
measures to cases of chronic arthritis 'i¥ill give one the 8Jbili ty and 
t];l..at this thesis is v{ri tten .. 
Although dealing for tihe mO:5i; ~Jart "iNi'th therapeutic measures and 
8s:-pecially '.'Ii th the V'8Jccine phL-'!,se of therapy, I 8Jm including, for the s[.J,ke 
of completion,sections on hlstory.classification f etiolo(,;y and symptoms of 
chronic arthritis. 
iE.'.0 most recent work [md, in m~i opinion, the most conclusivG along this 
line is that done by Clawson and Wetherby 8;~ the University of' Ivlil1l1Gsota 
Gollego of l\Iedicinc.hencc their work is cOllsi<iered here in detail 8.nd is 
prGs811ted as reported by' i;hom. 
Gha1-IDcey .i".Hager Jr. 
-Chronic Arthritis-With Special Attention To Va,ccine Therapy----------------------------------------------------------------
Arthritis is a diseEl,sed state characterized by disability and,usually, 
by structural changes in one or more joints,the word being derived from the 
Greek "arthonfl,meaning joint,and the ending ttitisn,meaning; tlof the nature offl, 
and now sif,"llifying infla:mmation. 
Introd.uction- . 
Arthritis is one of the oldest diseased states of which there is any hist-
orical record,and evidence of its existence . goes ,back to the l'ii6sozoic period, 
long before the advent of man.The preservation of such evidence,after the 
lapse of some ten or fifteen million years,is due to the fact that the lesions 
of arthritis and the rheumatoid syndrome frequently involve or produce osseous 
structures which persist long enough to permit of being transformed into 
fossil form.The arthritic and rheun~toid syndrome is by no means confined in 
its exp;ression to the bony system however,and it is certain, therefore, that 
-the soft yielding structures must also have been involved. (1) 
Disease processes at large apparently evolved more or less parallel with 
life :i.tse1f, but there are only a few evidences of a pathological ata te older 
than that of' arthritis. 
These pathological manifestations perhaps hardly represent disee"se enti-
ties and consist in the following:dental carries,pyorrhea alveolaris,fracture, 
osteornwelitis,callus and parasitism.They appear in the age of amphibians 
during the later part of the :paleozoic period,at which period bacteria and 
fungi were also abv~dant.(2) 
In the next era, tho Mesozoic,during the age of reptiles,various lesions 
appear in fossil remains, including hemangiornata,osteorna te., the ar"l;hritides and 
others.From this time on the evidence of disease is more abu..."1.dant. 
Arthri tis vvas a cause of suffering and disability to the reptiles of the 
cretaceous period as is clearly shown by the fossil bearing' beds of Nebraska 
,,'.TId Kansas.There are specimens showing involvement of the caudal vertebrae 
of Diplodoeus,a giant dinosaur,and nmltiple arthritis in Platecarpus,a 
large svJimming reptile. 
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Through the ag'es long subsequent to this ,and after the arrival of 111&'11-
rnalia,oth,)r animals we;re viotims of arthritis and the cave bear of :Eiurope and 
the sabre-toothed tiger of California seem to lu:we been especiall;,{ SUbject 
to H.It is,therefore,not surprising to find thatth(O) early evidences of man 
show that he too suffered at remote periods from arthritis.The remains of 
men of the old stone age are by no means as mmlerous 8,S those of many other 
varities of aninRl 11fe,preceding and contemporaneous with man,ao tl~t the 
probabil i ty of find.ine specimens showing arthritis is not §,Tea t unless the 
disease were well nic.sh universal.Notwithstanding this fact a considerable 
mJJ:n.ber of specimens he,s been found demonstrating that ~primative man probably 
suffered from arthritis much as we do today.(3) 
There is no question,therefore,that arthritis r..as been the cause of suffer-
ing to ul$.n from time immemorial,and,as one~\ITiter has put it,it vtaS tho 
(lisease par excellenoe of the ancient Egyptians.The emphasis which the 
Greeks,and especially the Romans,placed upon hydrotherapeutic measures o.f 
IT'.any kinds is evidence of their effort to seek relief from rheu.matoid di8-
abUi ties,and there are kurorts or spas in E"lU'ope,sllch as Aix les Bains, which 
Mve been frequented continuously for two thousemd years.Arthritis is todE.y 
one of the great scourges of sooiety,and this fact is fairly well recob'nized 
by the laity,who,too frequently failing of relief at the lw,nds of the 1'1'0-
fession,have resorted in ltl.rge numbers to sanatoria and various springs of 
alleged value.The exten'l; to which the general publio ml.s -thus sought relief 
is well exemplified by the nTrrnber of such institutions or tlaures",which were 
for a long time,and are even now in some part, independent of medical Over-
sight.9.1Ile laity Mve ascertained that symptomatic and ev~;n permanent relief 
can frequently be obttdned by measUTOS vlhich are not necessarily prescribed 
by the profession,and have, therefore, flocked in gTel::l.t :numbers to resorts 
such as those mentioned. 
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Classification-
Chronic fj,rthri tis is nov! usually divided into t\iYO lllain groups-e,trophic 
and. hypertrophic.This classification is open to objection in that it implies 
the existence of t1.vo different diseases.lhl.ch evidence has been presented in 
support of the view that both types are but different expressions of one 
and the S$,rne condi tion.IHchols( 4) and Richardson conclud.ed. that both degen-
erative and. prolif'ere,tivG crJ.8,nges could not be d.ifferentia ted etiologically 
E,I.nd that the same irritant acting upon different str1lctures in the joint 
might -be responsible for either type of arthritis.Billings(5}virites: t tyarious 
anatomical types of chronic infectio'us arthritis may occur, which doubtless 
depend upon the degree of virr-u.lence of the infectious organisms, the resist-
ance of the tissues, the degree of bacteremia and the fact that the mode of 
infeetion is hematogeneous.Conaequently we n19,y have a periarthritis ,a syn-
ovitis,an osteoarthritis or a pa118,rthritis.Any or all of these n~y exist in 
the same individualn .Uathan(6)believes that the patholozical variationS 
depend upon the point of involvement,the in-l;ensit;r of the irritation.the 
duration of the infecUon and the stage during which the infected structures 
are 0YAmined.lie thinks that the degenerative cllanges nny be simply the ter-
minal stage of a previo1.ls inflarn.matory process and that there are no joint 
diseases which are exclusively degenerative or proliferative;the one or the 
other may predominate in a particuliar joint. but there are evidences of 
both these Clondi tiona in practic[i\.lly all joint diseases.Stengel( 7) and Fox 
write,t'The lesions that go on in arthritis are now atrophic 01' degenerative, 
now relatively hyperplastic and productive of bone 01' carti1age,but with few 
exceptions it cannot be said that they present clinical or pathological 
entities". 
McCrae( 8) llr.r.i tea: "In ma,ny cases all forms of changes are found, which 
speaks against the view that th'3re are two distinct diseases". 
Cecil and Archer(9)stlldied a series of 612 cases of chronic arthritis in 
the Cornell Clinic.The classification which they propose is essentially 
clinical and the terminology of Iachols a,nd Ric:b...ardson was adopted in 
this classific$,tion.T'ney placed the great majority of their cases in one 
or the other of their two groups.The entire series is grouped in table one, 
in which it will be seen that proliferative arthritis constitutes about two 
thirds of all the oases admitted to the arthritis olinio,while degenerative 
arthri tis made up most of the remainin.g third. 
Table I.-Distribution of Cases 
Proliferative arthritis •••••••••••••••..•••••••••••• ,.<.,414 cases 
Degenerative arthritis ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.. lB2 cases 
Gout •••••••. ................... IE ..... ~ It _ ~ .. .e .f;1 8. " 11, t' f\ r :0 !' ~ ~ ~ , ~ « :C ~ ~ .... 4 cas as 
Intermittent hydrops articuIorun1 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 2 cases 
Unclassified .......... 'f, • Co" ~. __ •••• " 1ft • ~ ...................... .,. * 10 cases 
----------------------------------------------------------------~~--------
Proliferative arthritis includes all the frankly inflammatory arthropath-
ies.It can be s'tl_bdivided"cIinically acoording to Cecil and Archer( 9) into-
1.Chronic infectious arthritis,referable to fooi of infection. 
2.Speoif10 arthritis,caused by specific bacterial infection.The gonn-
coccal,syphilitic and tubecculous cases come in this gToup,e.s 
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well e.s the so called surgical join'!;s,staphlococcus arthritis,pneumo_ 
coccus arthritis,etc. 
3.Tru.e arthritis defoI'mans,a chronic proi;ressive polyarthritis of un-
knoi'm origon. 
The cases of degenerative were also (livicled. into sl1bgToupS-
I.Arthritis of the menopause. 
2.Degenerative monarticlllar arthrltis(morbus coxae senilis) 
3.Senile arthritis. 
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The complete classificat~.on of the 612 os.ses is given in table 2,in which 
it will be seen ths.t two t;Y:P3s of 8,rthritis m,s'.ke up the great bulk of the 
materia,l in the Cornell Arthritis Clinic-chronic infectio-l1s arthritis and 
arthritis of the menopause. 
Table 2.-Completc Classification of 612 Cases of Chronic Arthritis 
Proliferative Arthritis 
1.Chronic infectious type •••••••••••••••••••••••• 379 cases 
2.5p6cific 8.rthri tis ................................. • 18 cases 
3.True arthritis deformans •••••••••••••• •••• •••••• 17 en.ses 
----------414, cases 
Degenerative Arthritis 
1.Arthritis of the menopause •••••••.••••••••••••• 145 cases 
2.1Jegenei'!a. tivBu1liol:lil.ttieularc'B;i"thr.itii •• " ................ 20 cases 
3.Senile arthritis ................................. 17 cases 
-----------182 cases 
a-out ............................................. it ...... .- ••••••••• 4 cases 
Intermittent hydrops articulorum ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 2 cases 
Unclassified •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ~ ••••••• •••••• 10 cases 
A more detailed discussion of the groups as outlined above follows-
Proliferative Arthri'tis 
Chronic Infectious Arthritis (Focal Infection Type) 
Il'his we.s by far the most common type enooUl1tered in the clinic.This type 
of arthritis occurs much more commonly in few.ales than in males.It is ess-
entially a disease of young people, the average ae;e being 55.Exposure plays 
a secondary role.The most comrnon etiologic factor is some primary fOC1~ of 
infection.In this series, infected tonsils '1vere the comrnonest focu.s ~occurring 
either alone or in combination with other foci in 61 per cent of the eases .. _~ 
Next in frequency were infections 8,bout the teeth.The teeth alone or in 
combination with other foci, were the seat of infection in 33 per cent of the 
cases.The sinuses,prostate,e:,<J.11 ble.dd.er,colon and cervix harbored foci of 
infection in several cases.lt is interesting to note that the age incidence 
v~s much earlier in the tonsil cases than in the dental cases,the average age 
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being 30 years in the i'ormer,and 42 years in the latter group. 
The pe,tient often dE,tea the onset of symptoms from some disturbance of the 
pllyscial equilibri-t:l1n,s'Uch as an acute infection,exposure to cold,a surgical 
operation or a confinement.A majority of,but not all,of the tonsil cases 
give a histQry of a proceeding attack of tonsillitis or sore tilroat. 
Chronic infectiol1.s artn.r! tis is a polye"rUcular diaei3A3e \lv.hio11 rrJ8,y involve 
any joint in the body .. lt may come on suddenly with fever and other aCi).te 
symptoms or the onset may be vf,ry gTadual.Locally, the lesions are characterized. 
by inflammatory and proliferative change in the joints involved.It is almost 
al~~ys migTatory in the early stages,but after several attacks the joints 
become permanentl;,- injured.r.l:"he fingers,k..··18es and shoulders are the joints 
most frequently involved.This is a painful form of arthritis,especially in 
the e8,rly stages, when there is considora:blearticu.lar involvement. 
Physcial 9xe,minD,tion usually but not always reveals a patient somevmat 
underweight and anemic.The joints affected uSi)slly present a cl1aracteristic 
appearance.T".n.ere is some swelling of the soft parts and the overlying skin 
is vvarm and sometimes reddened.'J:lhe swelling is due for the most part to an 
outpouring of inflamrnatory exudate into the periar-ticular structures.Tender-
ness is usually present and motion,either active or passive,is painful.In 
the later stages the swelling may disappear,but usUally there is enough n~1f! 
growth and fibrous tissne about the joint to cause f", pers,is-t;.s:tllt periarticular 
thickening. This is sho~m most ~Jpically in the finger joints,in which the 
characteristic fusiform enlar;:;ement may be present for years •. :':I.nklyosis is 
very co~~on in this ~~pe of arthritisybut usually does not occur until the 
second or third year of the infection.It is at first fibrous but later may 
become bony. 
According to Cecil and Archer( 9) the Is.boratory findings in this type are 
mostly negative.Cultures from foci of infection yield either Strept;ococcus 
he:molyticus or Streptococcusvlr.:i.dans.Streptoccu.s hemolyticus was more 
frequently obtained from. the tonsil and Streptocoecu.s viriw",l1s from root 
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abscesses.In fou.rteen cases the bloo(l sUf,rar showed an av,~rage of 125.3 mg. 
per hu.ndred c. c. which is sornewha t above the norrri8.1 1. imi t. In seven cases in 
which the basal rtlf)tabolic rates were determined the results Vfere neg"ative. 
Specific Infectious Arthritis. 
Eighteen cases in the seriGs fell into this is'l·oup •. F~tiologically they may 
be divided as gonococcus arthritis,eleven cases;tuherculous arthritis,five 
caSes and sy'phili tic arthritis. t'liVO cases. 
Gonococcus Arthritis-Ten of these cases were in men and one in a woman .. 
all gave a history of gonococcal urethritis.These patients were treated 
locally by the uroJ.ogists, vThile the arthritic condition Vlras being trea.ted. 
with phySiotherapy and vaccine. 
Tuberoulous ~rthritis-There were five cases of tuberculous arthritis 
distributed as follows:hip,two cases;wrist,one case;elbow,one case;ankle, 
one case. These casas presented the typical and roentgenological picture of 
tu.burculous joint disease and were treated at 'I;he orthopEldic clinic. 
Syphilitic Arthritis-Two cases were classified as syphilitic arthritis, 
but neither of them , .. ras typical of' the disease.One~a Charco-t joint occurring 
i!J, typical tabes,sholl1.d more properly hlwe been classified as a -urophic 
arthropathy.The other case -VlaS that of 8. woman,aged 50,with tertiary 
SJG9hilis and a chronic polyarthritis of the proliferative type.The typical 
sypllUitic joint is usually m.onarticular and is cau.sed by the extension of 
specific periostitis into the synovial membrane. 
}~rthri tis Deformans-Eighteen of the series of cases were cla.ssified as 
arthritis deformans.T"'.n.is is the type spoken of by J38.rker as the tlprimary 
progressive polyartr-.ri tis'~ and,as he says, II is the most :me.lignant of all 
arthropathies".English .... ri tel'S refer to this rather rare disease as 
~'rheumatoid artr-..ritistl.T.his type is considered b~ rnan~r to be nothing more than 
an extremely sev(~re grade of ehronio infectiollS arthritis. Gertainl~1 in the 
early stages it presents V(,i'Y much the S8xne clinical picture. I-I;s chief 
characteristic is its steadily progressive conrse.lt is sometimes referred to 
as atrophic arthritis.Usually there is considerable periarticular infiltration 
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and lat;:;r on an iwtu2.l thickening of the [~apsule.A:nkylosis occurs early and 
there is me.rked destruction of the articula tine s-v..rfaces, wi th telescoping of 
the joints and ulnar deviation of the hands and fingers.~~e process tends to 
be S}'111metr leal. The temporomaxillary joints are frequently invo 1 ved. 
The average ace of the eigiltesn patients in .this series vms 44 years. 
:&'ou:rteen were females and four 1118,les. I·I; v>m..s very s i[,'Ui fican t that the aver:-age 
du..ration of the disease on $,dmission to the clinic was st)ven years.Most of 
these cases,if seen durine the first years of ~!jhe diset1,se,VIould probably 
h~WE:) been classified as infectious arthritis • RO'Never , in nine Oll.t of the 
eig:.nteen oe.ses no foci of infection could be located. In five cases the 
tonsils showed evidence of infection,and in tvJO others root 8.bscesses were 
Three of ·I;hese patients were s1.1bjecteti to tonsillectomy.One had the cervix 
cauterized. Streptococcus vaccine and ph;Y'siotherapy, :i.ncludin;:; hi611 colon irr-
igations,were tried on most of the patients. The resul ts of treatment ·were for 
the most part ne,gativEJ. 
Degenerative Arthritis 
l)egenerative armri tis is uS1.w,lly a milder disease than prolifera'Uve 
arthritis.The lcsions,for the roost part originate in the bone and cartilage 
and in the majority of the cases the soft parts are never seri'o,usly involved. 
:&'01' this reason, degenerative arthritis is usually less painful than the in-
flammatory types already discussed. 
Richardson 1111s aptly described degenerative arthritis as occuring in those 
who are "physiologically old.n _ It is usually aS60cia ted with arteriosclerosis, 
obesit,y,gray and falling 11air,and the other stigmas of SOL1atic deterioration. 
IraI' this reason this type of arthritis is usually looked upon as non-infect-
ious.This,of course,is difficult to prove, but the character of the pathologic 
changes,its association with other sclerotic and degenerative processes in 
the body, the absence in most cases of foci of infection and the clinical 
course of the disease(absence of fever f"~nd;.inflamrnatory reaction about the 
joint) ,all speak rather strongly against 'the infectious origon of degenerative 
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arthritis. 
l!.ltogether.l82 of this series were in this group. These were subdivided 
clinically as:arthritis of the menopause,l45 cases;degenerative monarticular 
arthritis,20 cases and senile arthritis,17 cases. 
Arthritis of the Menopause-Nex~ to infectious arthritis,this was the most 
common type af arthritis seen in the:; clinic.Jilore tr.tan 25 per cent of the entir$. 
series fall into this group. This is a chronic degenerative artnri tis, involving 
Lqultiple joints,and occurring in obese middle aged women at,or just after 
the menopause.The average age v~s 53 years.ln almost every case the patient 
was considerably overweight. Symptoms usuall;:{ appear during the first two 
years after the menopause.Sometimes the arthritis occvxs simultaneously 
with the menopause,and in a few cases therheW11atic symptoms have preceded: 
the menopause by a short interval. 
Foci of infection are rarely demon.strable,and for this reason the infect-
iou8 origon of the disease has been questioned.'l'he morbid changes are those 
of a degenerative ostearthrHis.The C$,rtilage becomes thin,and there is 
lipping ana. spur formation of the bone at the marts'ins of the jOints involved. 
Occasionall t there is a secondars thickening of' the synovial membrane .. 
The onset of the disease is insidious .. t~e first symptom is a slight 
stiffness in the knees,which grad'U8,lly becomes more noticeable,especially 
in \valking or bending .. ln this series of cases,both knees were usually 
involved.Sometimes.however,the symptoms were more n~rked in one knee than in 
the other.The lumbar vertebrae and the bones of the feet are often involved. 
In a large percentage of patients there were well developed Heberden's 
nodes on the distal phlangeal joints.At times a shoulder or hip joint was 
implicated. 
The physcial appearance of these patients is quite chare,cteristic.They are 
almost alv~ys overweight,sometimes to a marked det~ee.The postuxe is faulty 
and usually there is some de5Tee of flat foot.Examination of the joints 
involved sho'ws little, if any,8welling,but in cases of long dvxation,the 
heads of the bones adja,cent to the joints may be enlarged"On flexion a 
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certain amount of crf)pi-tus is usually detected.Roentgenograms show distinct 
lipping and spur formation. True anklyos is does not occur. 
:cne progress of this type of arthritis is very slow bu.t with the passing 
years the ps,"tients discomfort becomes more lrJ.9.rkod. There is 11 ttle tendency 
tmva,rd involvement of other joints.On the other h8,nd, spontaneous recovery 
seldom,if ever,occurs. 
Degenerative 1Jlo:r..articulB,r l\rthritis-T.his is another forrn of degenerative 
arthri tis which occurs most frequently in the hip, in 'iyhich it is spoken of 
as "mOrb1.1S coxae senilis".Occasionally it is seen in the shoulder or knee. 
Twenty CI),SeS of this type occl).rred in this series.The distribution vias as 
follows:hip,16 cases;shoulder,2 cases and knee,2 cases.This type of arthr-
iUs occurs in late middle life.The average age vtas 58 years.Fourteen were 
men and six,women.Twelve of the fourteen men were outdoor workers.Eight of 
the twenty patients save a definite history of tral)~.Fourteen of the patients 
had had roent,,,,'enograms made. The pathologic cw,nges in this €;;TOUP of cases 
are more mtnked than those occurring inmel1.opanse arthrltit:l.Thelg..J?::Bi:ngTiS 
more obvious and there is more destrnction of the artici)~ar surfaces.In 
fourteen cases no focus of infection could be established.Six patients he.d 
dental treatment for pyorrhea,and in one ce~se the tonsils showed some 
evidence of infection. 
In a middle pa tient ltd th clwonic monarticular arthritis of the hip, 
the presumption is th&,t the lesion is of the deg'enerative t;ype.It must be 
remembered,however, -cha t infectious arthritis is occas ionally monarticular 
and that it rna.y involve the hip joint.The possibility of 1.iu.berculotts 
arthri tis must also be considered. 
r.Phis type of arthritis is not usually correlated vrith focal infection. 
Furthermore. the remOVEd. of possible foci. such as pyorrhea,has never resulted 
in b enefi t to the patients condi tion. 
Senile Arthri tis-8event",en cases were classified unde!' this head.in€;. 
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This form of arthritis is also of a degenerative t"lJpe,but has a somewhat 
different distri-outj.on from the tv;:o forms already discussed.The averaze age 
of the patients ,,'laS 67 years. Three Vlere men and thirteen were woxnen. 
Definite foci of infection were noticeably absent. One pati(omt had an in-
fee ted pro s te, te, ancL two showed severe pyorrhea. The res t were vii thou t ~;md 
demonstrable foci. 
This form of arthritis 'ff)8,y atte,ck almost any joint in the body.It is 
always polyarticu.lar.I'I; is almost physiologic in the spine and also in the 
d,ista1 pru;l>langeal joints,in which it shows itself in the form of Reberdents 
nodes.The knees,knuckles,feet and .. Sh0111der joints are frequent sites of in-
volvement .. 
The lesion here,as in the other two types,is essentially an ostearthritis, 
manifesting itseLf as a nevI gTo'Nth of bone timd cartilage aroun2l the edges of 
the joint.As in the other forms ofdesenert1.tive arthritis, true anklyosis does 
not occur. 
There Vlere i\)ur cases of gout inclu.d.ed in the series, three men and on~ 
'JOllJan.The averagE;; aS8 was 35 years.:Nhen seen in the clinic onl;;r one shovleo. 
an involvement of the gTeat toe. but the others gave histories of previous 
8Jttacka in tho big ·~oe.Throe cases showed involvement of' the knees and other 
large joints,*'flle fingers were affected in two cases.Only one patient showed 
tophi in the ear.The average uric 8,(dd content in the blood ViaS 6 mg. per 
hundred 
Intermittant Hydrops A~ticulorum 
'lVto of these Gases were encountered in this series .:Both patients were men, 
one,ag'ed 40 and the other aged 49. In both the attacks came reg1l1arly every 
ten days. The duration was two or tnr-ee days in one case and one day in the 
other.In the first patient the right aru~le became swollen,and in the second 
patient both knees and occasiol18011y the ri@lt hip were swollen I),nd painful 
at regular intervals of ten days. 
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]3oth pa,tients showed infected tonsils.One had [1, tOJl:silectomy without any 
improv0m'~J1t.Later on,hovi8ver,he vI'as found' to have a chronic infection of the 
prostate. 
Spomlyli tis 
Spondylitis perhaps d: serves especi8,1 mention. The vertebral joints,lH;::e 
other joints in the body,are susceptible to the various types of arthritis. 
Infectious arthritis may occmr in a single vertebral joint, but more frequent-
ly it involves a g-roup of severc"l vortebrae. It uS"l1S.11;y occurs more frequently 
in the cervical Emd dorsal vertebrae. In severe cases ,hov1ever, it involves 
frequently the entire vertebral c:olumn,produeing considertJ,ble periarticular 
reaction and spasm of the dorsal muscles.Fibrous ankylosis rnay occur early, 
with production of the so called. ftpoker spineu.Like other forms of infectious 
(1.l"thri tis, it is amene,ble to sU.ccessI"J.l therapy if the foci of inf,:;;c,tion, 
u.sually in the tonsils,are removed. early. 
True arthritis deformans frequently !',l.ttacks the spine and progresses 
rapidly to complete aWDJlosis. 
Degenerative arthritis usually occurs in the lWYlba,r spine 'and is freq~uently 
seen in association with arthritis of the menopause and senila arthritis. 
Indeed, lipping Of. the lumbar vertebrae is s.lmost a 1)hysiologic process in 
late middle life. 
Heberden's Uodes 
Heberden's nodes t).re present in nearly every case of' m~::;nopause arthritis. 
They may develop independent13',however,of any joint involvement, when they 
fe.1I in the category of senile ar'l:;hritis"They are u.s1Jall~/ more ap't to 
develop in people who work hard vd th their hands and are exposed to ·the rigors 
of cold weather. 
Ps.thology of ~hronic 11.1" [;hri tis-
Space d.oes not permi·t a.n extcmsive review of the literat-tl1.'e on this sub-
ject.One of the most thorough st-udies of the pathologJ,' of arthritis is that 
of Nichols f;l,nd Richardson( 10) published in 1909.They divid.e the joint 
lesions of chronic 8Jrthritis into tVi'O very definite pathologice.l groups: 
I.Those which arise from primary proliferative changes in the joints, 
ehiefly in the synovial menibrane and in the perichondrium. This is 
the type knmvn [!'s ";Pl"gl:iferative ff arthritis. 
2. Those which arise primarily as 8, clegenera,tion of the joint cartilage. 
This is the group referred to as the "degenerative" type. 
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These two pathologic types are characterized by distinct g'l"OSS and histo-
logic differences,and each type manifests Hself clinically by a character-
istic group of symptoms. (9) 
In :proliferative arthritis,proliferation ot the synovial membrane produces 
a layer of grg,nub,tion tissue which sooner or la "(;er ly;ay extend over the joint 
ce.rtilage with more or less destruction of the c;~~rtilaginous tissue.J<'urther-
more,proliferation of the perichondrium may lead to the formation of new 
cartilage or bone.The capsule and other periarticular structures 8,re also 
involved in this process.iJ."'hese truly inflamrnatory changes,if not checked" 
lead eventually to partial or complete destruction of the joint cavity wi th 
su.bsequent fibrous or bony ankylos is. In the opinion of Kichola and Richard-
son, these changes reprr;sent a reaction to iilJury the.t may be either bacter-
ial or toxic in their nature. 
In degenerative arthr:i.tis,the primary chanGe in the joint is a degeneration 
of the cartilage of the e.rtic1l1ar surfaces, which gradually becomes softened 
and eroded.,The l:L.'1cLerlying bone thus becomes exposed,so that event"'Jally tVYO 
bol"v slJxfaces may be in contact.riS 8. resu.l t the exposed bone becomes e;;{treme-
ly dense and acquires a high deg'l",sG of polish. The head of the bone is enlare-
eds,nd leads to all aci;ual increase in size of the articular sD..rface.Secondary 
chc~nges consist of an increase in the ;J,ctivity of,the perichondrium evt the 
periphery of the jointv!here the cartilag'e and the capsule come together. 
).6 a result of this perichondrial activity, there is 8. new fornlation of cart-
ileoze which r1l$.y beeome transformed into bor~. The newly formed bony tissue 
takes the for~m of lipping and irregular extoses,so readily demonstrable in 
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'rIlis important \lork of lUchols and Richardson corroborated the '31)1') ier 
work of German a..'1d "mglish patholoGists and has more rf'eently ·been verified 
by +,hc: studieD of Isly.(ll ).Aecording to these s;t:r'Ghors, these two types of 
chronic arthritis could not be distin&l1ishe(l etiolog'ically.They thought that 
the same cause might proctuce the primary change either in the synovial mem", 
bre.ne or in the eartilage ,and -trll"t diffenent sal1.ses might produce the same 
type of pathologic lesion. 
Etiology 0 f:::hronic,\rthrl tis-
lnasYfID.ch as the main Sllbstanclj of this thesis deals vii til the specific 
v13.ccine therapy in the tr2atmfmt of chronie arthritis,some d.cd;ail vIill be 
·one into J.J:. the est[],blishi:Jt. Oj~ a more or less definite etiolo[;ic/:l,l fac·tor 
in the majority of eases of chronic arthritis. 
Since the assooiation of focal infEK:Uon v1Hh arthritis has already been 
mentioned t it seEJms pertinent to bring forth the ata teme:nt of Golumella in 
Libel' de Ee Ru.stici, ttthat there e.re minute org"anisms ·which the eye canna'''; 
see an(i which dnter the bod.y and cause disease" .This is the first and last 
reference to be,eteria v.ntH Arthar.J3.sius Kircher advanced tho; theory of a 
"contagium animatu.m.lI in 1658. 
Lucian of Saramosta 1;,'1'0·1;8 a tra,gic comedy on poda:::ra..Dioclet1an·exempted 
from public burdens and ;taxes those severely crippled vrith arthri tis(morbus 
artiCl.:u.aris ).Caius l,-urelianus in the fourth century A.D. ,c.<:lscribed sciatica 
as an arthri tj,c Hlanifesta tion.Alexander of Tral1es in the sixth century,A.D. 
used co10hicum for relief of p8.in.lJ !'mh1.s Aegin(~ta regarded poda€,Ta ,:md 
rheuma,tism 9.5 the same clisease,and. like Hipgocrates advised_ the use of .;c. 
emolients to the joints and ad.equate eare of the gastro-intestin:3.l tract. 
Bartholon~eus Anglicus in the thirteenth century described arthritis as of 
the blood therefore systemic rather tlk~n articular only.Ballonius in the 
sixteenth century described arthritic rr~nifestations as involving not only 
the joints but tho suoeutaneons nodules,muscles,tendons and aponeuroses,and 
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noted as did Hippocrates 'bef'ore him, 'I;he viscous serosity of the affected 
joints and tendon sheaths.He also. fdrst differentiated and vividly described. 
rheurna t ic fever. 
W~lpignii wrote on arthritis and somewhat antedated Baer in noting Ij~ph­
atic gle.nd involvement. 
Leellwenhoeck noted. chain bacteria t;"L"owint;' aro1J .. nd the teeth.IJllse;rave in 
1703 "IIn'ote a sizable book on arthritis in which he cited the connection of 
the disease with almost every. focus knov{".!1 today, thus antedating the work of 
Billings and Rosenow by some t"lvo hundred years .. 'J:he highligilts,only, have been 
most briefly tou.ched on, but the thought has been to lead up to the crl1X of 
this very short historical res1J.me-nI:Mnel~T,the prophecy of Robert Boyle that 
the problem of infectious disease wou.ld be solve(t when ·the nature of 
fermentation was discovered. 
IJTnis prediction ",>as fulfillGd. by the investig~tions beg~un by Red.i,Cag-
n1arid,Latour and ScllV'Jann e"nd carried to a brillant culmination by Pasteur 
who o.emonstrated. the living natlU'e of ferments and the specific nature of 
micro-or,'.S"anisms which cause fermentation and p1.J.trei'a,c t10n, thus pavinG' the ';,>ay 
for rational investigs tion of the infectious diseases a!.l.d showing the etiolog-
ical relationshiI) bet\veen be.cteri!:.1, and disease,fulfilling the prediction of 
von Plenciz of Vienna,who,in 1762,expressed the belief that bacteria were "1:;11e 
causative -factor 11\ disease,and. that cure would be possible when the distinct 
causal agent in each malady v~s discovered. 
As this astounding statement predicted.Pasteu.r,120 years later, VilaS able to 
isolate pathOGenic bacteria and. gave treatment by vaccine,in such cases as 
chicken cholera and anthrax. 
In 1878 Pastem' found the streptoccus in se:pticemia.ln 1885 'kilson isolated 
a "bacterium in a ease of rlwuIr]8,tism with pleurisy.In 1886 :Niantle found a coccu~ 
in a rheu.1llE. tic case. In 1887 Popoff experimentally procblCed. arthritic lesions 
wi th streptococci.F'iom 1887 to 1889 ,morE; than a d.ozen research workers were 




Wasserman obte.ined streptococci from the blood, brain Emd heart of a younG 
woman with coro1)ral syrl1ptoms followed by chorea,which had "been preceded by 
a rheul!latic attack.lJ:1hese ort,"'anisms grew outside and when injected into rab-
bIts caused an infective arthritis. 
Such strav;rs began to show which Wf),y the wind blew and pointe,_; to arthritis 
as a infective disease. 
In more recent times,the most important contribution to the etiology of 
chronic e,rthr:i.tis Vlas th8.t mads by :Billings (12j and. his co-workers over 
twenty years ago,when they pointed ou.t the relt:~tionship which existed between 
focal infection and chronic infectious arthritis.O~~er students of arthritis 
were quick to recognize this important work,and now the role of focal 
infection in the etiology of this disease 113 widely reeognized.J3illings 
believed that the joint lnanifestations W"lJre nothing otJler the,!l metastatic 
infections,and he preferred the tenn chronic infectious arthritis to arthritis 
defor:tnans or rhewfJ8,toid arthritis. 
In 5pi te of the popularity of the theory of focal infection,mod.ern author-
i ties are not entirely in agreement as to the import[~ce of such foci in 
the etiolog'J of chronic inf'eetious arthritis.:Fu.rthermore,even arnoncr those 'Ivho 
accept the theory of' focf'~l infection, there is considerable disagreement as to 
v ..hat bacteria are actually responsible for the disease. The almost constant 
presence of streptococei,of some form, in the original foci of infection bas 
naturally led to the presw'11ption that some t;y1'e of s trep"!;ococcus "I',revs 0:" :; 
responsible for the arthritic condition as well as for the focal infection. 
Unfortu:natel,-, the bacterial flora in the tonsils and abou,t the teeth is so· 
varried and contains such a multlplici t-y of streptococcal forms or types that 
i't has been impossible to determine whether Streptococcu.s viridans,S"t;repto-
coccus hemolyticus or the indifferent streptococcus plays the etiolog'ioal 
role. This confusion is enhance(l still further by the presence of jusj; as 
many varities of streptoeocci about ~le teeth and tonsils of healthy persons 
as in those paticmts suffering with chronic infectiou,s arthritis. 
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1\!lcCr8,e (13) took: the vie1i\l 'that the condition is always secondary to a 
focal 111f80tion somewhere in the body, but doubted whether this means actual 
. fl-' .p ... "....... ... " • H t1 -ght' +-h t t1 " t' . 111. 80·"J.on 0 ... \I,ue Jo~ni. WJ.IIL organlsms •• e kl01).,0' lJ_~a 1e JOIn cnanges ~n 
:mar..y cases !night be d'cte to toxins.He ventured no opinioJll concerning the 
actu:;tl be.cteria responsible for the dis<3ase. 
Pemberton (14) expressed the belief that focal infection in the teeth and 
tonsils is responsible in :man;y cases,but that a large 'V'a,riety of diseases of 
an infectious or infla1Th.t"'1atory !l8,ture 'ffJ8,y act in an analogous vIay.He believed 
that the most important can,sative orgl'misms are Streptococcus hemolyticus 
and Streptococcu.s viridans, !lal though probably any ot:,er organism is capable 
of producing the same re::l'u.lts lt • 
Osgood (15) stated that rhelunatoid arthritis is a disease in which no 
specific organism has been found which can be helc1.:,constantly responsible for 
its causation.He concluded that there are probably r.~1\V different types of 
organisms and :many other factors that play etiolog'ical parts in i t8 onset 
and course. 
Nichols and Richardson (16) after careru.l investig~tion of the pathologic 
changes in sixty five cases of (;hronic arthritis,came to the conclusion that 
the lesions in the rhorunatoid type might result from a gTeat variety of 
origons,sllch as infoction,disease and trau.ma. 
Hench (17) of the Mayo Clinic expressed tho belief that arthritis defor-
mans is primarily. of infecti01.ls origon.He emphasized the systemic nature of 
the condition. 
A considerable 8,llOtJIlt of r(c3search lus been carrj_ed out on the bacteriology 
of chronic infectious arthritis,but none of this canoe said to have furnish-
ed conclusive evid(;,nce as .to the exciting ca11Se of the disease.The constan"G 
pr3sence of various types of streptococci ill the tonsils and about the teeth 
has 11at1J.rally focused the interest of. investigators on these orf,"anisms.J)avis 
(18),in 1911 took cl,..l't1.1l'es from the vario1.l.s foci of infection which he i'OUlld 
associated with chronic arthritis. In the t,'Te8,t majority of cases the hemolytic 
streptococcus was the pred.ominating organism."ath these streptococci,Davis 
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vvas able to procluce ar·thri tis expiremental1y in rabbl-lis.Bloocl cuI tllxes and 
(n,l~'l;uxes from the joint fhlids of patients wi t11 chronic arthritis never gave 
positive 1'08111 ts.However Davis felt that, from his ovm inv0stig-ation, the 
hemolytic streptococcus V1B,S probs.bly the etiologic agent. 
Working on the assUIaption thB,t chronic deforming arthri tiSV~Cl.S !t strepto-
coccal disease,}~stings (19),in 1915,resorted to the compliment fixation 
test as a method of determining which type of str.eptococcus we.s instnllnental 
in causing' the disease.By employing the old Wasserman technic,Hs,stings obtained. 
positive com.pliment fixation with the serum of arthritic patients and strains 
of streptococci isolated from foci of infection. In this wa:, he believed the,t 
he could determine the exact biologic type of streptococcus vrith which the 
patient "vas infected. 
NIore recently Burbs,nlt and Eadjopoulis (20·) luwe repeated Hastings· comp-
lemellt fixation work vlith a Slightly modified technic.1J!hey found that patients 
with peria,rticu.18,r or defor:m.ing arthritis reacted positively to some form of 
hemolytic streptococcus,whereas pl:itients'Nith osteo-arth:ritis reacted. positive 
to streptococci of the viridans e'TOup. 
E.G.Rosenow (21) VlaS disposed to look on Streptococcus viridans as the 
exciting agent in chronic L~fectious arthritis.This investi5~tor took cul~Ql'es 
from the enlarged lymph nodes of patients with chronic e.rthritis and was able 
to isolate Streptococcus viridans in a large number of cases. 
Srna11 (22) believed -that a certain number of cases of ohronic infEHJtious 
arthri tis are nothing more than a c11roll.ic form of rheuln .. "l,tic fever ,and as 
such are referable to infections with the indifferent streptococcus(Strepto-
COCC11S ce.rdio-a.rthri tidis ) 
}l'rom this review of the literatu.re,it is evident that while be.cteriologists 
have suspected_ the streptococcus evs the exciting ca:lJ..se of ehronic infectious 
arthritis, there is considerable disa&TCement among them as to which tJ~e or 
types of streptococci are responsible tor the disease. 
The nat"..::t.ral and obvious place to look for the causal 8,gent of chronic 
infectious arthritis is in the joints Involved.Unfortunately,ei'forts to 
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cultivate bacteria i'rom the joints themselves h£-ts not been successful con-
sistently. 
:Rosenow (22) in 19l4,Il'ade cuI nU'Gs of the joint .fluid. in cases of chronic 
infectious arthritis and of' the lymph nodes that drained. the involved joints. 
He stated tl'..at in severe.l instances he recovered Streptococcus vir:i.dEms 
from. both the gls,nus and tho joint fluid. 
1100n and Edward.s (23) in 1917 J took cultures from the joints in ·ten cases 
of chronic infectiou.s arthritis ,an(i rev-overed a non-hemolytic streptocooeus 
in six cases.fJ.1hey did not give any fu..rther discription of the ort;anism found. 
Richards (24) in 1920, took ~:rulnU'es from the joints in fifty-four cases 
of chronic infectious arthritis,and isolated Strerrtococcus iriria.a.ns in four 
cases. 
Eillings,Colema.n and Hibbs (25) in 1926,took cultures from the joints 
in fOuXteen cases of chronic infectious arthri tis.One yielded a hemolytic 
streptococcus;five gave either a hon·~l1emrillytic or a green producing 
streptococcus ,e..nd one~;ave a I'Jixed streptococcus cuI ture with the non-
hemolytic predominating. In six cases the results were ne~~tive,and in one 
the observations were not recorded. 
H.V,,'arren Cro"w"e (26) took cul tllres from the joint tissue of five patients 
suffering from rheml~toid arthritis,and isolated a s~~phlococcus,the so 
called Micrococcus deformans,in fou..r of five instances.Control cult~es from. 
tissue removed. from nonarthritic patients did not show this org'anism. 
l?orkner ,Shands and Poston (27) recently took: cu~ tuxes :from the joints in 
six·ty tl'l.rce cases of chronic infectious arthritis,recovering ori.tanlsms in 
fourteen or 22 psr cent.Eleven of the joint cultures conts.ined Streptococcus 
viridE.ns, two yielded. gonococcus and one Staphlocoecus aureus. CuI tuxes of the 
lymph nodes d.raininis the involved joints were rna,de in tv{enty one cases.Ten 
of these c1.tltures were positive,nine showing Streptococcus viricums and one, 
gonocoeC1J.s. 
During recent years ,severa,l investie,'8.tors have studied. the bacteriology 
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of the blood in rheu~~toid arthritis. 
IV£oon and E;d1ivards (23) in 1917,u.sing Rosenow's 'I;echnic,made blood cu.ltures 
in eiGhty three eases of' rhev.l1la toid 8,rthri -'(;is ,and recovered a non-hemolytic 
streptococcus in eighteen.They felt,however,that $, diphtheroid bacillu.s,or 
E. lITI1Cosu.s-capsulatus,as viell as the streptocoCCu.s,could act as the exciting 
agent in this d.isease.Moon a ... ·'ld l~klwards made no attempt to classify the strepto-
cocci which the;,: isolated by sUb"ars or by immunologic teste.ll'urthermore they 
d.id not report on non-rheuIlla;'Goid condi tiona. 
Richards (24) in 1920,1ll8,de blood cultures in cases of chronic arthritis, 
making u.se of north's medium.Elood cuI t-ures were taken in 104 Cases of chronic 
arthritis,and fourteen yielded positive results.Richards referred to this 
orGanism as Streptococcus viridans ,al though he remarked tha t the t!;Towth was 
not always typical,only three of his strains showing g--reen in the original 
culture. 
Radjopoulos and. n1.lTba.nk (28) took cuI tures from the blood in 1<1:5 caSes of 
chronic arthritis and obtained a. streptococcus in fifteen(lO per cent).Nine 
of these strains prod.uced. hemolysis,while six were of the virldans type.In 
eigilt cases a diphtheroid be,cHlus.'!as obtained, while five others showed 
Staphlococcus aureus.These workers do not ,;ive the technic employed other than 
to state that their success 'l:Vt'tS d.ue to ttneutriliza tion oi' alexin in the freshl~ 
dravm blood~lifo control cuI tu.res were reported. These investigators were able to 
produce an expiremental arthritis in rabbits with their streptococci. 
Syrar,yi and Forro (29) reeentl,/ took: O:uH'iu'8BGfrom the blood of tvrenty 
five Cl?~ses of polyarthritis and obte,in'3d a streptococcus in 68 per cent.In 
nineteen of the os,ses o.8scribed 1:.S ":polyarthritis with fever': fourteen or 
73.6 per cent were positive.In the re~'1ining six cases 0:[:' the g"".L'ou.p,ref{'lrreo. 
to as "polyarthritis without feverff,three or 50 per cent were positive.mis 
organism isolated by these t"NO workers was classified as Streptococcus 
viridans.The v€\,riol).s strains differed sligntly in their reactions on sue,'ars, 
but they all fermenteci saccl1<.'1rose,salicin and lactose.These investigators did 
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not report any ex:perimen-ta1 work on animals. 
Ii.We.rren Crowe (26) took cultures from the urine of patients suffering 
from rheUl."'la toid artllI'i tis and isola ted a ste.phlococc"U_s ,Micrococcus deforlr.ans 
in a hregiJ:l percentage of cases.This org-anism v,'~,s not found in control cuI t""LU'Gs. 
He ViaS unable to produce tm Gxperir:lenta.l arthritis in anllt'lals with this strain-
From this brief review of "'Ghe litera,tuxe,several conclusions seem to be 
justified: 
I.While the relation of focal infections to ehronic infectious arthritis 
is ra"l::her generally ree'ognhed, there is doubt in the minds of many 
as to whether the joint manifestations t'l,re actually metastatic 
inf,ections or whether they are merely an erflression of some toxic 
influence on the joint. 
2.1n respect to the bacterial agent responsible for the disease,a 
majorit,Y of the investi,;~ators look on the streptococcu.s as the 
exci-ting cause,but some oelieve t:b.at the staphlococcus,the 
gonococcus, the d.iphthoroid o8,cillus or some other rniero-organ-
lsm,as well as the streptococcus,can produce a defornling' 
arthritis. 
3.Even among those investigators vnlo accept the streptococcus as the 
a cause of rhevJ~.toid arthritis, there is considerable dlsagTee-
ment as to which type of streptococcus is responsible, some con-
sidering it e~ hemolytic streptoGoccns infection, while others 
100]<; upon the indifferent or the green streptococcus as the 
causative agent .. AnotJ::H3r group of '''''Titers believes tr..at the 
condition may be caused by any of the various types of strepto-
cocci. 
LL :' 
-.~ number of workers have :fo'UJ."ld streptococci in the jOints and even 
in the blood stream in cases of chronic infevtioUB arthritis, 
but the results have been inconsistent and uncontrolled. 
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Recentl;y Cecil ,Nicholls and Ste.insby (30.) report their work carried out 
at tl;te Cornell Glinic.They studied a series of seventy eight p$,tients vtith 
chronic infectious arthritis and concluded tr;.at: 
I.A streptococcus can frequently be isolated from the circulating 
blood of patients vdth chronic infectious arthritis(61 per cent 
in this series of seventy eight patients) 
2.0f these streptococci,83.3 per cent are cv-lturally and biologically 
idf;ntice.l,and appear to be atten-uated hemolytic streptococci.The 
remaining strains fall into either the virid,~ns or the indiffer-
ent 5T0U1) of streptococci. 
5.A streptococcus, cuI tural1y and biolog:5.cB,lly identical with the 
strain isolated from the blood,ban sometimes be cultivat~d from 
the infected joints in the same patient. 
4.A streptococcus,clllturally and biolog'ical1y idontic€d with the strain 
isolated from the blood and joints,can sometimes be isolated. 
from a. focus of infection in "the Saine patient. 
5.Wnen the typical strain of streptococcus is injected intravenously 
into rabbits,a majority of the ra,bbits develop a chronic no11.-
suppurative polyarthritis.Microscopically,the hlstologic changes 
in the rab'bitts joints are practic/3,lly identical with those 
observed in the joints of patients with clironic infectious 
arthritis. 
6. CuI tlu-es from the 11100d and from the joints of anirJ1als infectecl 
wi th Q:xpirements,l arthritis frequently yield a streptococcus 
identic8,1 with the ,strain oriGinally injected .• 
7. These observa. tions tend strongly to confirm the theory that chronic 
infectious arthritis is a stre:ptococcal infection, caused in /3. 
larg'G proportion of cas·ss by a biologically specific strain of 
this ort:~:mism. 'Ine presence of this specific strain of strepto-
cocc-t:l.S in the blood stream of several pa tlents vIi th advanced. 
arthritis deformans goes fa.r to corroborate the V1.0W' already 
widely held tlli'),t arthrHis dei'orrTlans and chronic infectious 
arthritis are 'One and the sarne disease. 
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l\Iargolis and Dorsey (:31) in their worle on cases 'Of chronic arthritis 
conclude the,t the non-hem'Olytic green pr'Oduning and indifferent strept'Ococci 
seem t'O be of first etiel'Ogic signific~mce as they is'Olated non-hem'Olytic 
strepteeed}ci frem the el)iphyseal marrow and bene, frcm the synevial membrane 
and frcm the cartilage 'Obtained frcm jcints affected with chronic n'On-
specific arthritis.The synovial fluid from these cases did not yield or&~nisms 
other than those from cccasienal centamination.As it ',!,'as feund that the 
epiphyseal rnarrcw and bon6 yielded bacteria m'Ore frequently than other tissue 
they called. attention to the fact ti'...at this may indicate tc'. si~"'l1ificant site 
of' i:nfection in the pathogenesis of arthritis which had not .been given due 
consideration in the past.In their e}.'1'irements with laboratory aniY!l£'"ls they 
found that several of the streptococci isolated from arthritic tissues 
showed marked elective affinity for joints ,',hen injected intravenously into 
rabbits.ffhus this work tends to bear out the fact that the Streptococcv.s 
viridans is for the most part the etiological org"anism. 
Not only is thero a difference of opinion as to the etiological organism 
in chronic infectious e"rthritis but there is also some question as to the 
mechanism of the action of the causative organism."nether the action be due 
to d.irect invasion of an organism circulating in the 1)looci stre8."m, whether 
a toxin is form.ed at a ·focus of infection 'which is carried to "en8 joint 
or whethe:t;' the joint change is of the natu.re of an allerg'ic action is a 
much discussed question.The fact t118,t some investigators have isolated their 
orc;a.nisms from the joint fluid. I:md from the tissues all, .. the region of ·the 
joint wov.ld support the direct invasion point of att8-ck f but we see many 
clinically typical cases in which no organisms can be isolated and it becomes 
of convenience to consider the reaction as being d'\.1.e to a circulating toxin 
or an allergic reaction. 
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Since the "vork of' Herry, (32) in 1914 and particularly that of Farber (33) 
in 1915 t there has been a groWllmg' tel1dency to explain the manifestations of 
rheu.rnatic fever on an al~erc:;ic basis. 1L'his conception differs (::')ssentially from 
those which attribute the disease to a becteremia or a toxemi8"in th8,t"mile 
it associates the etiology of rheurratic conditions with streptococci,it 
declares in favor of.' no particular species or: tYl)e strain of this org;anism 
since the anergic me,nifestations may bG excited by streptococci which differ 
'N~dely both in biolOGic characters e.nd in serologic reil.a;tionshi:p'~~;1:hat is to 
say that animals sensitized to one variety of streptococci,react not only to 
the homo!ogous antigen, but to antigens derived. from heterologou.s strains. 
Small (34) in his 'work: on the role of streptococc i in rheurua tic disease. 
offers an hy-pothesis embracing a dual nature of its pathogenesis.A speciI~ic 
toxin of a streptococcus is suggested as operative in the produ.ction of' the 
"dostructive" and. nproliferative
tl tJ':pes of lesions in rheUllJe'\ tic cond! tions, 
'.'{hile the pe,tients hypersensitization to an allergen associateC't with the 
protein of streptococci is presented as concerned in producing the e~udative 
lesions.He concluded that this sensitizing substanc6,or allergin is not 
dependent u.pon th(9 type of streptocOCCttS supp1:ying it.Small emphysizes 
the fact that chronic arthritis is an allergic disease, the hypersensitive 
state of the patient being due to this allergin contained in the strepto-
coccus,without r86"ard to a particillar type.He therefore concludes th8,t the 
treatment of chronic arthritis should largely be concerned with the elimina-
tion of foci harboring streptococci,and with adeqttate desensitization •. 
Lreiberg (:35) has noted the development of a C118,racteristic joint 
lesi011 in rabbits following the repeated injection of a bacterial filtrate .. 
The joint changes which followed the repeated injections 01' this bacterial 
filtrate were localized,altered tissue responses,otherwise identified as 
a hy'persensitivity reaction to the products of bacterit~.l growth,-thls 
disease process being' termed £tllergy.Follo,cfing the repeated intra-articttlar 
injection of' a bacterial f'il trate. in the rabbit.a Inonarticular arthritis 
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developeo..'rhis /3,rthri'tis did no"t become Gvid.ent until tyro or more injections 
of the filtre,te .welt'e Inade.With ea.cn. successive injection the localized reaction 
in the joint became more prono"tl.nc8(1.Coincidentally,in the rabbits which had 
received t~ese bli'~cterial f·i1tratE:l injections,there developed not only 
specific agglutinins in the blood as ShOW11 by a hi,gh titer serum. agglutination 
reaction against the bacteria used in making the i'iltrate,1mt also a skin 
hypersensi tiveness to the filtrate when injectecl intrad.ermally.Other factors 
possibly concerned in these reactions such as nonspecific foreign J?roteins 
and varriations in hydrogen ion concelltra;~ions Vlere controlled by numerous 
e~~irements and excluded thereby. 
Freiberg concluded that this nlay be th(J C8.se in cases of chronic arthritis 
in which joint fluid and tissue cultll.l'es are net;tttive.lt is his opinion that 
such lesions are not clue to active and maintained infeetions in the joints 
themselves,1:n.1.t are rather the expression of a sensi til:';ed tissue to an antigen 
which reIllains in a persistine; focus els81:v'here in the body.Such /3, sensitizat-
ion :may be brought about in t"NO different ,-ays; ei ther from re}ea ted exposure 
to soluble toxins from a distant foc-"1.s,or from transient bacteremiastd.tlring 
which the joint cavities b.lwe been flseeded tt with organisms which have failed 
to grow,due perhaps to decreased or.fgen tension.A joint so sensitized nmy be 
expected to "flare uptf whenever it is reexposed to the sensitizing antigen, 
and in rru:my instances a focus far removed from the involved joint mal be a 
constant source of supply for the antigen which keeps the allergic action 
active. 
Small (34) w,s a like view of the s ituv.tion.Hi,s theory is that the patient 
with e11ronic arthritis is extremely hypersensitive to the protein of strepto-
cocci-He considers the various types of streptococci as having a comrl1on 
protein which is entirely unrelated, to their ·toxins,which,as lis well lmovm, 
is species specific.The closed focns reCOiS"l1ized as being concerned in the 
production of chronic arthritis us"U8,lly harbors germs of low vir1.l1ence,so 
that it is rega.rctect not as a focus distributing bactsrie.l toxins 1 but as a 
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fOCU.6 supplying the bacterial protein in am011l1ts sufficient to hypersensitize 
the patient. 
, , t~ t b1" h- r. J:i.S reC;(J.ra,s ..-i.e es -a lS lug OJ: the ~3tiolo&y in chronic arthritis,ruore 
will be said. later when the work of Clawson and 'iieatherby,who have done 
consid.erable work recently on the production of a specific vaccine,is taken 
'l'he Traa truent of Chronic Arthritis 
There is practically no end to the literature on therapy in chronic arthr-
His and a complete review of the literature is impossible here.It is the 
purpose of t..'1is thesis to cover, in detail, the methods of vaccine therapy, 
hence only a rather brief resume will be Iuade of the other more a~Ge:pted 
lines of therapy. 
Wyatt (36) in a recent publication on the; trea truent of chronic arthritis 
sets forth those considerations upon 'yhich sound management nmst rcst.They 
are: 
l.Thl'Ot:l..ghout the treatment of the pe,tient,constant vig-ilanee :must be 
exercised to prevent th.e assumption of posi tiona which may lead to de-
formity. 
2.The physcian should also bear in mind that rest and exercise of the 
joint are essential to its well being. 
3.Motion should be encouraGed in all stages of the disease,but mus~ 
never bc; forced;thc) activity should consist "Nholly of the pati::;nts 
attempt to do what he can in the nor!l19.1 U.S8 ot the joint. 
4.Rest in a position least likely to caUSe strain or contractu_re 
sho'LLla be sec·u.:red when the joint is not in 1..lse,partic1.ll£u·ly' at nighttD,s 
posi tion durini.,· sleep is most important. 
While cliff:;:,rent joints req:uire specie,l poai-tiona and care the principles 
invol vee:' are of' tTea ter practical s igl1ificancG than the details of method. 
Joints that are connected with weight bearing present additional 
problems of a special c:haracter.The number of patients who ovel"l.lSo their 
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leg-s is vastly E~e8,ter than the nu.mber that over exercisG their arms.The 
strain on all the joints of the lower extremit~es,from the hips to the 
meta tarsal arches is enoI'IDollsly increased. by wei,zht bearing and, in chronic 
infectious arthritis~the arches are prone to yield to the pressux8 trpon them. 
Moreover, in obese patients .,1i th chronic degenerative artIlrH·is a similar 
coudi tioE of the arches is encountered .. 
In the majority of the cases the proper eleV8,tiol1 of the inner side of the 
sole and heel vrill give the aJ:'Jr:les 8, correct position and transf'er the weight 
to the outer side of the foot ; while properly fi ttID",; shoes are ahvays hecessary .. 
T'ne nonsll,rgical correction of the deformities embraces the application 
of heat ,massage, tractiOri,manipula tion. exercises ,appJ.ica,t:i.ons. etc., vrhich ffil-1St 
be used in every instance according to the special and indivio.l1..al needs of' 
the patient. 
}~xerc ises-
Joint exercises,joint movoments and ma.ssage,while of importance in prevent-
ing' deformity, will be considered here prinlZ'.rlly from the vie\'.,]?oint of their 
vl3.1ue in improving- joint fU.nction and rm.J.scle tone. 
The effects of various exercises have been ably described and sunm~rized 
by i"iYI3.tt (36) as fo110\,15: 
Neck exercises act upon blood. V8Gsels a:nc1 nerves,as well as upon the 
. muscles,8.nd have a <111.iting influence throu€n nirc1l1atory~response. 
Shoulder ciralinE strengthens the chest and shoulder ml1.sc1es,expands the 
11mgs and relieves the work of the heart.It increases the flow of blood to the 
heart,especially from the brain. 
~;'rm circling expands and elevates the chest and ll:mgs,strenthens the nerves 
and muscles of the shoulders, limber!'li1il1.e shoulder joints and straightens the 
be.ole. 
Elbo'.'v and ilvrist exercises produce similar effects upon the muscles ,nerves 
and other structures coming lUlder their influence. 
Tl'W'1k erercises produce a beneficial effect upon the spine, the nerves and 
circulation;trunk torsion r...as a special action on the respiratory raechanism, 
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and on the tive processes. 
Leg elevation,sidew8-ys,brings into strong twtion the gluteal rmlscles,the 
tensor v$,ginae femoris,and the sartorius,a:nd,like all bala,nsing exercises, 
has a streng'thening effect on the nervous system.In leg elevation,foreward, 
the abdominal muscles and flexors of the thigh t~:nd extensors of the leg are 
strongly contrac·ted,and at the same time the hamstrings a,nd sciatic nerve are 
passively stretched.Leg elev8,tion,bacIcward, produces passive stretching of the 
abdominal llru.scles and flexor m'J.scles of the thigl1. 
Knee,anlde and toe joint exercises improve nervour,circul$,tory and nm.sc1e 
tone. 
It n'ID.st be pointed out that the movement of the inflarrillled joints ,muscles 
etc., and. even the 1:11ass?'tge of these structures, is often harmful and that as 
long as any manifes·tations of an acute character are present,it is usual that 
rest is indicated and not exercises or manipulations. 
,:[Ihe vast nUlUber of massage rr.anipulations trul t IOay be used vIi th banefi t in 
chronic art:h.l'i tis precludes any detailed description of them;but amonG' their 
outstanding effects may be noted the prevention of muscle atrophy and the 
restoration of tissue structures 8,no. function after muscle atrophy has occ\'l!'r~6 
ed.]{Jassage is not followeo. by an i:n:crec"sed alkalinity of the blood as is the 
case with ~he application of heat, nor by the increase of acidity which 
regularly accompanies exercise.lfJassae:e mafli};lU.lations :mat ,be:utilized to 
influence those bodily processes by means of which the tissues are constantly 
undergoing chemical change, in addition to being beneficial through effects 
tha t are of an essentially mechl3"nical rla ttl!'e. It 11 .... 3-8 been observed that most 
patients 'Nitll chronic arthritis present evidence of a sluggish capillary 
circulation.Any·thing that speeds up the flow of blood. to and from the affect-
ed tissues is of value amI the results of lil8,ssage arc., most gTat5.fying. 
dhile the skillful employement for the relief of pain in nmscular 
rheumatism is an important exception to the general rule previous;;ty cited 
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relative to abstaining from exercises ancl lllI-.:mipulations 1fihen m''l,nifestations 
of an acute character are present,it should be emphasized that only on the 
rarest occasions is massage of an actlw,lly inflammecl join·t either indicated 
or ju.sti:fied.l,loreover, while n1l:.l.ssai~>e is uS'U.ally specially beneficial when 
combined w·ith some other form of treatment,such as radient heat, for example, 
it should. never be prl),cticed. h conj-unction vii th joint movements or nlanip-
ulation unless specifically ordered. 
Electric Currents-
The more common forms of electric currents that have been employed in the 
treatment of chrond.c e,rthritis are the faraclic,g'alvanic,sinusoidal and hi&,'h 
freq1.lency currents,static modalities,diathermy,ultraviolet light and radfunt·-
h~at.Wyatt (36-) states that in his experience the first five mentioned have 
B.ad a very limited scope of usefulness and this also has been true of the 
chemical substances that have been introd.nced throngh ionization.On the other 
hand,diatherl1\V currents,Yl'hich hel'..,;t tht, tissu.es as ~!!ell as the skin and 
produce d_ilitato,ol1 of the deeper vessel:e,v!&'.s considered to 'be exceedingly 
beneficial in relieving pain. swellin€~ etc. 
Ul travioJ.et Ead.ia,tions-
Ultraviolet rad.ie,t:i.ons have been found to "be of r.;Tes,t value in stimo_lat-
mg the processes of metabolism.Fv..rthermore,they exert G, sedative action 
upon ,iertain painfu.l forms of chronic e,rtnri tis and. il.i:bros i tis .:r~h,1.ch has been 
wri tten v_pon the different subdiviBions of the ultraviolet region of the 
spectrum and it is highly importan·t that one or two bi9,sic facts be emphasized. 
Very shortu.l traviolet rays have a lethal or destru_ctive effect upon tissues, 
while longer ultraviolet radiations possess a stimu.1ative reaction. The short-
est rays that reach the earth from the 81m are appro:x:.irfiately 2960 Angstrom 
units in length,and,consequently, rn.an h.as had no opportuni tyto habi tTl.R. te 
himself to those of' shortor wavelength. In chronic arthritis it is the stinl1.1.1at-
ive effects of ultraviolet light that are desired and,v!hatever the type of 
t:he artificial source of energy,a miniIDU..tll of radiations below 2800 Angstrom 
u.ni ts Viill give the best resu1 ts.Even in reZions v;rhich are favored with an 
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ablmdance of sun,l ,ricg in u1 trtwiolet rays, it is usually necessary to 
employ some type of lamp in order to maintain continuit;:r of treatment-a :ma.tter 
of the g~eatest practical importance.An artificial source of energy which 
increases the amperage after the current has been taken off the mt.'l,in has 
ll:Jfl~!ly advant;s,ges over one that does not. 
~:ne' individu,al response of patients to ultraviolet li,:;::ht 'ivill vary not only 
'Nith the technic and dosage,but 8,lso with other factors.;iyatt (36) has called 
attention -1;0 the cUfference in, the sensitiveness of differen-t; parts of the 
body, -base,i upon the tirae required. to give a certs,in deg-Tee of reaction.His 
figures are as follov,fs;chest l,e,bdomen"l,bp"ck I plus,groin Iplus,anterior 
su.rface of the arms i~", posterior sl1.rface of the arm.s 1 Emd three fourths, 
anterior surfg,cos of legs 2. back of hands 5, j)<1..1ms of hands 15 and soles of 
feet 25.The relatively small areas of the hands and feet,when co;::~sidered ,in 
conjunction with the slight differences in the reaction time of the larger 
su.rface areas ,consti t,lte the basis for ernploying properly timed. exposures of 
the entire 'body, beginninG vrith the first treatment ,as the procedure of choice. 
Radian t Rev, t-
I-ladiant heat probably enjoys a much more g'eneralusG than any other single 
therapeutic measure.This is doubtless aCCoUl1ted, for by the fact that it is 
eD,sily ap~i?lied;a relatively simple eQ.uipment fulfills all requirements and 
';;;'"I"oa t temporrj,ry relief of symptoms follwws its application. In regions Vlhere 
there is an abTmdanc8 of s1J,nli€,ht.a most satisfewtory source of radiant heat 
is derived from this sOllrce.Appliances that are based on the principle "of 
heating flblack bodies" by means of an ordinary elec"tric cu.rrent and 
reflecting the heat rays upon the pa.tient are very popular in this cOl:U1try, 
while abroad the GrevHle and Doy/sing system of el{"ctric baths are much in 
vogue.Of course there are many methods of' applying dry heat,b&tt radia.nt heat 
possesses e. number of c1istinct advantages. 
The degTee to which radi"mt heat may penetrate into the tisr:1uea of the 
body is still a fX',,'1tter of con"troversy and depends, to a certain extent at 
least. upon the sO-I).rce of energy and the method of application.That the 
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degree of penetration is sufficient, hO\:iever. to produce important local and 
g'eneral rel:wtions is beyol;J.d all (illestion. When general exposures of the body 
to re,diant heat are employed there is·:a rise ~n the temperature of the body, 
a considerable increase in VI'"" tel' vapor given off by the hmgs, loss of fluid 
from. the body through the s.\eat and v.rine.a..l.d uswl,lly a slight fa-ll in blood 
pressure.~ne elimination of carbon dioxide is accelerated and.as a result, 
a rel@,tive excess of aU:ali in the blood is found!:. 
In view of the fact that the general application of radiant heat is often 
follow·ed by a temporary loss in body v\Tetsht and certain manifestations 
arising from heightened circulation and increased metabolism,great care 
mu.st be used in the seleetion of patients • 1,,'[01'0 over , it shoulc,- re"rely be employ-
ed $.fter S-uI'E;ical procedUres::; $,nd never in combination wiJGh a weight; reduet-
ion diet.The gTeatest benefits are derived in well nourished p.g,Uents with 
6i ther the dElgenerative or metabolic types of chronic arthritis. 
Sunligb.t,which in southern latitudes:is parUcv.larly rich in infrared or 
- hea(; rays has been used /3, ;::reat d"8,1 by Wyatt (36).1l.s a result of comparativ-
recent developments , ','ihereby per.fect Ilblack bodies ft are marketed at a very 
nominal cost. there is, ill ',hat is known as Hinfrared h,mpsn a highly effective 
means of treatment.J3y us equipment of diffHrent sizes, both local and general. 
effects rnay be produced aml,as a rule, the 1B,1'zer the surface irrida,ted the 
more satisfactory the outcome.rEhe fact that radiations of knovm wavelength 
may be 8l:nployed enables great precision in (losage to be obtained. 
Hydrotherapy-
In the la,rger clinics it is usually found that the number of patients \<11110 
respond to hydro·therapy is relatively small ",men compared to the response 
to s12.:n. bathing. However, there are some cases in which balneotherapy seems best 
to provide the necessary stimulation e~d those elements which promote recovery. 
The use of hot water to promote the elemination through the skin and kidneys 
is well established.:ihen 0videnaes of acute inrlsJmrnatory changes are present, 
hydrotherapy is rarely beneficial.The brief stimulating action of hot baths 
is rapidly followed by a depressing effect which lasts mv.ch longer and is 
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most lll8,rked when the temperature of the "iR tel' is as much s,bove the skin 
temperatv..re as can be tolerated.Patients 7d th lowered vi tali ty or weak heart 
action react badly to hot baths and those with the infectious type of chronic 
arthritis rarely receive much permanent from complete immersion, except when 
it is employed as an adjU11ct to the correction of deformities and the 
restoration of' joint f1ulctions.Jireedle sprays,which enable the operator to 
use hot and cold "Yater alternately are prefered. It is also desirable to 
follow hydrotherapeutic measures with wassage. 
Colonic 'rherapy-
~nis special form of hydrologic treath1ent is most useful and should occupy 
a more important place in the treatment of chronic arthritis than is the 
case at the present; time.The frequency with which secondary foci of infection 
in the intestinal tract is- encountered, is noteworthy.Every physcian with 
experience in the field of chronic artb.ri tis has seen pB, tients who did not 
improve following prirrii;),ry foci of infection in the teeth and. tonsils.The 
rnaIL'l1er in which the intestines may become infected in su.ch cases is clearly 
apparent and by no means rare.:~;olonic therapy,when employed according to the 
technic of Plombiere 8A3 reported. 'by Wyatt (36!) ahd in combination 'llith diet 
an(\. various forms of physcial therapy is exceedingly vahl.able. Improvement of 
the pa tien-c ·often occurs wi th§:rea t rapidity and. the introduction 111'tio the 
colon of either acidophilus or bulga,ricus bacilli following the Plombiere 
douche,rarely increases the effectiveness of the procedure. 
Drug' T.herapy-
With the possible exception of colchicum for the metabolic type of arthr-
itis,there are no dru.gs which rr.ay be employed for their selective curative 
action,su.clLas qu.inine is believed to possess with relation to malaria.There 
are,neverthe:iliess ,a considerable mlJ:nber of medicinal prepare,tions "tll.at are of 
thers,peu.tic value vm.en adrninistered forfihe relief of s;yljlptoms.Gla"J.c:t1.lar 
E;xtrac'i;s and. products, iodine B,ml iodine compo'tJ.nds ,arsenic ,and the congeners of 
of the salicylates,may be mentioned among thos:'.! that ::tre u.seful when pre-
scribdcl in accordance y·i1il.th well defined indications.Laxatives are e,n occa-
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sional ~lnecess8,ry evil!! and the best r,)su.l ts will bEi obtained from preparations 
of the petrolat"LlJIl {!,'roup.'rhe internal administration of mineral waters has 
long been rrruch in VOi..,'''Ile abroad and is [)"rowincs in popularity in the United 
States.Water vlill shortl~r be consicbred. 8,S 13,n eBsential to cLiet,but aside 
from the dietary irnporte.ncerwhieh is in no ,Jise related to its mineral content 
its role in treatment is inconseCJ.uential. 
Tho vahte of cod liver oil in some patients vri th chronic infectio"U_s arthr-
i tis has long been i3,ppreclt],tecl. Its value 11e3 in both its vite,mins and its 
calories .The more recnntl~i' developed irra,d.i8,ted oils me,y be used as substi-
tu.tes from the vie"lvpoint of "eheir vitamin content, bTtt cannot replace cod 
liver oil from the point of view of their food value. 
Diet-
Diet is of the greatest im.portance in the treatment of chronic arth:d tis 
and presents qu.antltatlve as well as ql.l.alltative a·spects.T.he -underno"lU'shed 
:patient with chronic lnfec·tious ;)~rthrltis not onl;f needs more fu.el, but also 
foods that will provide vite.mins and an aH::aline a,sh.Patients who are over-
weight ~oresent a problem. in mecharlics as well as dietetics.The significance of 
obesi ty as a secondary CaTl.Se of chronic d.egenerative artbri tis is ,;;enerally 
recocn.ized.This form of the dlsee.se is more coffitll.only fou.nd in patients beyond 
middle life in whom the rapid redlJ.ction in wlfd.gh1; may be accompanied by ser-
ious loss of' nR1.scle tone.In chronic metabolic arthri·tics.gou_t,we are dealing 
with $. o.ist-urbed J;nJ.J."'in metabolism,and,assU.lIling tha,t the total food intake 
is neither inrnoderate or be;)Tond the nutritive needs of the patient, the re~ 
striction of special food elements is the euiding principiLe. 
On6 of the most C011.lT':.on dieta.ry restrictions in aiJ. types.o£, chronic arthritis 
is meat,especie,lly the red meats.Since anemia is one of the C0111'11011. manifest~ 
at ions of chronic infectious arthritis anci since meats such as liver,kidneyst 
sweetbreads etc.,assist in the reeeneration of the blood elements;meatshould 
not be excluded from the diets of these persons.I!Ieat and other protGilins,ho;,\r-
ever,should be added to the diet in a :manner so tl)...~t their effect on the 
patients acid-base eq~ilibrium will be c~~~teracted.For this p"lurpose the use 
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of fresh pineapple juice is recomrnendecl. Ii' for any reason mea.ts are not Yvell 
tolers.ted, then, ei ther ftliver fractioni' or concentrated !::;'astric tissue may be 
su.bstituted. 
lHhen patients are und(3rweight one of the best Y'lays of increasing the 
dietary stEmda.rd is by the adclition of olh'e oil,cod liver oil,rnayonnaise, 
cream, bntter ;9,nd milk. 
J3es ides meat, frui ts, espec blly the ac id fruits tare reg-arded with 
suspic~ian by lllEmy patients. Vi1dle certain fruits contain org't'!.nic acids, they 
produce no pr!;l.ctical eft'edt upon the $,0 id-base equilibriv.m; others, sTwh as 
fresh pineapples,give rise to an increasing alkalinity;pl~~s and prunes, 
al though gi v in,,:,' an alkaline ash, increase the ac idi;; of the 't1I'ine through the 
production of hippuric acid.To ball fruits is a very serious matter beca'tlse 
the great value of their vitarnins is lost to the individual. 
Fl.uids, in adeq.u8,te amounts ,are essential to any diet [md this is par'~ic-
ularly true for the diseases under consideration.citater is reg:cLired in quanti.;.c. 
·ties varying: from not less than six or eight gl.asses;u1. day to double that 
'/i),mount. 
A ttempts should always be made to reG<11ate -the bowel i'vnction by food and 
those ;items which contain a large 1?,3rcentv,ge of "rough8,ge fl are useful in 
Were it possible to epitomize the s'llbject of diet in chronic arthrHis 
it shou.ld be emphasized that a reduction of both the tlmechanicalft and the 
flmete,bolic fJ loads is freq,u.entl;y nec(;ssary;'tfu1.t adequate q-aantities of the 
vitamins F and G should always be prescrfbed;that for chronic atrophic a1'thr-
itis,alkaline ash foods should predominate;while for tho hypertrophic type 
an ac id residuecl isucommonly indio£, ted. 
Climate-
'1'hat climate is of gTeat iijl.portance in t;he treatment of chronic e.rthritis 
is well established.Physcial and p~ysiological,as well as those that are 
psychic ami mental,are inflv.enced. by hUJ1J.idity,temperatl.tr6 and atmospheric 
electriil:it'Y operating either as separate factors or in combination.]"Ioreover, 
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in any chronic disease-and even in health-the cheering effects of vmrm,dry 
sunshine are too well 1:nOV!11 to require 82.)eoia1 empl1&tsis.However.clilYJ8.te like 
many other factors that 8.id in the recovery of the patient,mus"t al'illYs be 
ret,ra.rded as All. adjunct to and never as a substit".:l.te for other established 
t~erapeutic meas-ares. 
Heliothera.py-
A discussion of the results to be derived from climate ne.t"L'l.rally leads to 
a consideration of heliotherapy.T'nG employemen"t ot! sun baths for the treatm.ent 
of chronic f;\'rthritis is by no means new,for we find that as long as" 1840 
the;v were recoITimended by Bonnet as the method of choice.Among the effeets of 
solar radia'tions UpOl1 the "body the"- t have a "bearing upon the value of he11o-
therapy in chronic arthritis l'i1ay be l"aentioned: 
1.The stinn.:tla tion of eUmina tion by the hmgs ,kidneys and $kin. 
2.The increased production of white blood cells and blood platelets. 
3.The augmentation of the iron content of the red. blood cells. 
4.The acceleration of g~seous exchange in and the removal of toxic 
products from the tissues. 
5.The activation of reflex Rlttscular contractions. 
Tb.at SUll baths should be of {SToat benefit in the treatment of patients 
wi th chronic infectious arthritis is apparent from a st11.dy of their 
physiological effects. The indivichlB.l response of the patients vvill vary with 
their age,complexion,temperf",m.enttskin text'cxe,state of nutrition,etc.,and 
the results are dependent upon a general rather tl~ a local reaction. 
Reg"ardless of the clinical or the patho~,ogical type of the chronic arthritis 
it appears that the return of the .joint structures to norrnal is ma"t;erially 
aidt;d: by hello therapy .Moreover, vrha tever may be the effects produced by the 
ultraviolet r9.ys, there are l1J[my indications that one of the reasons for the 
notable benefits of solar therapy is th(" improvemont of joint circ1l1s,tio:n 
thrO"Llgh the aetion of the infra-red rays.Certain it is that the best results 
/'""0 
from heliotherapy in c:b.ronic artb.ri tis are obtained w'1tat ·u.11lls"t"la1 ra11idHy 
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d.1J.ring 'Ghe sunJraer months in ScDuthorn Arizona. 
Before beginning StUl trea,tments a period of aerotherapy is usually importan'\. 
hloreover,vnlen general eryosures to the direct rays of the sun are initiated, 
they should not be comr;,enced until one hour after meals and should be ter-
IDinated one half hour before meals.The head and eyes shov.ld al"vvays be protect-
ed.Two short exposures are preferable to a single exposure of longer duration, 
since a more prompt adjustm.ent of vasomotor reactions will thereby 1)6 obtained. 
'1'h8 angle of exposure is of the g'I'eatest significance and the bed or cot 
should always be placed with its long a};:is at right angles to the rays of the 
sun so that when the patient is lying on either side the beam of sunlight will 
fallon him as perpendicularly as possible.'!:;'ractional exposures oJ: the l)ody-
otherwise y,nown as zoning-possess no advantages,as a rttle,and genera.l radie-
tiona 8,1'8 erl';ployed from the becinning. 
Individua..li~"Etion in heliotherapy is as necessary as in vaccine or any 
dither form of theraF.f,and the indiscriminate use of soli:-\r therapy is f'raufjl1t 
, 
with gTeat danger.Sl:m bathing is both an agreeable and an effective way 
of stillmlating the !12.tv.ra,1 curative forces of the boo_y and should :play a role 
of' rapiLHy and constantly increasin;:;; il:!liport~ce in the trea;tment of chronic 
a.rtllr i ti s. 
discussion of reconstruction operations is ·cleB.rl;y outside the scope 
of this thesis but,u.11forvV.118ctely,it ts necess8,ry to state thE'.t ~;,t the ",resent 
time ~ s"LU'gery is altogether too frequently required. Tode.y, the orthopedic 
surgeon is called 11pon,primarily,to treat deformities that have resulted 
either throwsn neglect of early dialSnos if.; and proper trea traen·t, or t in rarer 
instances, to correct joint 1)08i tiOllS tha't; have developed despite the various 
measures herein considered.The principal aims of surgical measv..res ['>,re to 
relieve pain,restore ftmction and to correct deformity.In addition to these 
more or less Horthodox!1 indications t the \'{ork tru;t t is being done at the iJi.ayo 
Clinic in co:rmection with the resection of sympathetic gf'mglia and trunks 
appears to justofy the belief that an important contribv.tion to established 
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procedures is in the Inaking. 
Non-specific Protein Therapy-
The treatment of arthritis by the p.on-specific proteins is still in the 
expirementa1 stage,and the clinical reports are re1s,tively f'ew .. 'I'here exist 
in the body non-specific splitting enz;y-mes,protein in character,tl:tE.t atte,ck 
invading protein toxins,Yc'hether the,), are bacterial.chemical or vegetable. 
These non-specific enz~~ws may be activated by the injection subcutaneously, 
intr~wnlscularly or intravenously of various toreig"1l proteins in proper dosage. 
J3etz (37) in 1921 treated 8,rthritis with typhoid vaccines and obtL'1,ined 
appreciable results,when other methods had failed. 
Schn~idt (38 )used milk -bJI intranmscuiar injection. In 193;0,and during 1916 
many articles were v.rritten in Gerrr.r.an and Austrian ]!Ublications on the 'Use of 
milk for parental injection in the treatment of various affections,especi8,lly 
art..'lri tis~Sha,hon (39) has used miU,: exclusively e,s the injection subs'Gance 
and has obtained gra-tifying results in most cs,ses and good resuJ. ts in 
gonorrhee,l arthri tis.His :rnethod is given here in o.ete,iL. 
Cow's milk is used. It is steralized by boiling for ten minutes :?.nd sub-
sequentl;? coOcled to a comfortable temperature.~he intramuscular route is the 
best.The intravenous route of milk administration is not recOln:men<led. 
The si tea of injection are the nmscles of -the arm and the 13'luteal.region. 
All the precaution as to asepsis and the avoidance 6:t'<.;entry into the vein are 
taken.lnG initi8,1 1.ose for an average adult is 1;· c,c.The injection is generalhr 
N # 
repeated every other day,and the dose is ineree,sed by if e.c. at every inject-
ion.The total number of injections required varies with the ind.ividual case 
and may be S,flJ'I'I'here between ten and twentyfive.Some he.ve used 4, C .C. 8,S the 
initial dose and increased by 1 e.c. at each injection.It is well to remember 
that the second injection should never be given unless it can be given after 
<om interval of less than ten days,on account of the danger of a severe 
constittltional reaction.Wllen the patient has 8. severe constitutional reaction, 
the dose injected following such a reaction should not be increased at all 
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over the previous one;it rarely has to be reduced.The local disturbance at 
the site of injection is never severe enoUrd'h to incs.paci ta·te the patient. 
The reaction following an intramuscular milk injection rarely comes at 
once.'The patient is instructed to vlai t for a period of ten minutes "before 
leaving the office or clinic.He is often told to go hOlne and stay in bed 
for fOL~ or five houro.This treatment is applicable to all forms of arthritis 
b11"G particularly to the infectious or gonorrheal as.ses. 
The milk injections should not be used in patients who are subject to 
a.sthmg.,organic heart disease,hypertension or who are pregnant.It is well to 
remember of cou~se that none of these are absolutely contzaindicated,if they 
8.re used with caution by begin.l1iwJ; wi th smaller doses and lreeping the patient 
in bed. 
Wi thin one to fotU' honrs follov!ing an injection of milk the patient 'Hill 
have a chill or chillness of vB.ryin{{ degTee of severity and duration. The 
temperat1.lI'e may rise to 1020 or higher,anli a profuse sweat may follow.In 
most co.ses the patient 8}.":periences mild headaches.The local process in the 
joints is temporarily ag&,7avated.}j'ol1owing the disappeare.nce of the chill 
the blood picture is tllat of a leucocytosis.This has been found as hign as 
50,OOO,but usually is a good deal lowe~.The insrease is larG~ly in pols~uclear 
lletltrophils.1J..1here is no eosiniphHia.A t the end of 24 hours the leucocytes 
are back to normal.The kidneys show 110 constant dist1.1.rbance. 
Vaccine therapy-
Within the last nlh~ber of years~ a great deal of bacteriological research 
has been done by various workers in the field of chronic arthritis. 
They have concerned tb;;ll1selves with the endeavor to isolate some specific 
organism,if possible,vvhich acts as the etiological factor in the causation of 
arthri tis.Outstanding amongst these workers llW.y be mentioned Burban.k,Hadj-
apoulis,Cecil,Pcmberton,Small,Clawson and a host of' a'thers.Of course in their 
efforts they have also' kept in mind the !'~pplication of this knowledge i!l a 
practice,l vvay; the.t is,how best they might utilize inforrrl$.tion thus obtained 
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in the treatment of affected patients.For it nets but very little to do work 
of this kind if the S8~e cannot in the end point toward a more rational and 
logical attack upon the d.iseased condition. 
Goldfain (40) reviews the work of the vB_rious investigators and ShOVifS how 
their sVu.dies PJ..9,y be applied in the treatment of arthritis,possibly,to cOL'1J?8.re 
these in an impartie,l rnanner,amd come to some opinion as to whether or not 
the different methods of approach of these worlcers do not at bottom appear to 
be more or less similiarithat they are really utilizing one and the same 
idea in their therapeutic attack upon this diseased state, with the exception 
that their technic is somevdlat different. 
First vre will set forth the complement fixation test of Burbank (41J. In 
this test Ih)..rbank uses t~e prindiples that are used in the ',fasserman test in 
identifying organisms that may be causing a chronic infectious ste,te in the 
patient. This test is as follows : The blood. of the patient is dravvn as for the 
\Nasserman test.The seruru is separated from the clot in the tube,which has 
been standing at room temperatul'e overnign:t.Tes·t; tv.bes are set up,one for 
each antigen that is to be tested.Control tubes are set up in order to 
de·terlnine whether or not the patients serum may happen to be anti-complement-
ary.To the four control tubes is added .01, .02, .04 and .06 cc. of senun. 
Saline solution 0.5 cc. is added to each of the control tubes.To the tubes 
that are for the fixation tests on the patients senlIn, 'there is added 0.04 ce. 
of the patients serum and 0.5 co. of the antigen.The tubes are put in a water 
bath for thirty to fourty minutes at 37° C.They are then removed e,nd to both 
control tubes and. special t1.loes is added 0.5 cc. of~' per cent sheep cell 
suspension containing antisheep hemolysin.These tubes are then incubated and 
watched until the control tubes are hemolyzed.vVhen such has occured the tubes 
are removed and readings are taken as to whether thoy are one, trl'O, three or 
four plus to the antigen. This gives us inf'orma"Gion as to the type of antigen 
or organism which is causing the dist't'U'bance in the patient.We can then make 
a vaccine of sllch orgt'misms and adr'linister sallle to the paJGient in proper 
dosage. 
Cecil (4Z)has isolated an attenuated hemolytic streptococcus which he 
thinks is the c8,usativ8 organism in chronic infectious arthritis.He, therefore, 
teste the patients by the agglutination method.tl1en tubes are set up.To the 
first tube 0.9 cc. of saline or clear broth is added.To the other nine tu.bes 
! cc. saline is added.To the first ~lbe is added 0.1 cc. of the patients serUU1, 
This is well mixed. with a pipette and 0.5 cc. from the first" tube trsJnsferred 
to the second, well mixed.0.5 co. is thus carried from the preceding tube to 
the succeeding tu_be,except the last one which does not receive any- of the 
patients serum.It is the control tube.O.5 cc. of antigen is then added to each 
tube.The an-I;igen is a twenty four hour broth culture of this specific a ttenll.ated 
hemolytic streptoco(fcus.fJ:'his,therefore,gives dilutions of the patients serum, 
varying from 1 to 20 in the first tU.be to 1 to 5120 in the ninth tube t the 
tenth being control and not containing an;! seru1i1.T'ne t'abes are shaken and 
put in a W9.ter bath at 56°C for tVI'"O hou:l."s.From the vm.ter bath they are put 
into the ice box overnight.~ffiey are read the next morning. 
Small (~3) has isolated what is knOYJl1 as an indifferent streptococcus, 
which he }u\s found' to be present in rheWl:18.tic fever and ·In various eases of 
infectious arthritis.He has found that these organisms produce bO~l anti-
toxins and. by extraction antigenic substances.He feels th8.t the reason for a 
patient reacting the way he does in chronic infectious arthritis may be due 
to extreme sensitization to these organisLw,developed over a long period of 
time.He,therefore,makes an antigen,which is a saline extract of these organ-
isms ,smd this antigen is diluted :i.n some cases -1:;0 ten to -16 povrer.Ii'or 
instance, if the antigen is a saline extrac t Qlf';a dibi ii.ion ~Qf l1is or:gani:i1WS 
of one to one mi1lion,that is considered to be as ten to the -6 power.Then as 
this is increased·.to ten million, it is ten to the -7 power • and so on until 
sixteen cipher dilution is reached.Of this last dilu~on~he will start with 
0.05 cc. ,giving as is evident from the above discussion e.n almost ridiculous-
ly small injection.Yet if this dosage is increased too quickly or in the 
extremely hypersensitive case,a reaction from such dosage may be sec1J..red, 
showing that whatever is there is extremely potent. 
r.Pouart (40) of the F1."ench Hospital testl3 his patients wi tIl organisms from 
the vv.rious parts of the 1:)Qdy,isolated from the teeth,throe~t.tonsils but most 
especially the stools.The autogenous organism is cent:Ufuged and one part of 
that is added to ninety-nine parts of one quarter per cent of tricreasol 
saline solution.Of this,one per cent dilution, 0.01 cc. is injected intra-
derrnally.A saline control of the sallie e.:lnount is injected at e, small distance 
~:l.way.Other control strains of organisms similar to the organism that has been 
isolated are also injected. in the S(,Wle anlou..11t in order tJ:.e,t the reactions 
obtained from the autogenous org'anisms may be controlled. For exe.mple, if a 
hemolytic streptococcus has been obtained from the patient,a control strain 
streptococcus is also used.The fon:nation of a wheal is noted in fifteen 
minutes.The patient is then requested to return in fourty eight hours for a 
fiw,l check up,at which time, these tests are observed and records PJade as to 
whether an areola.i"Jhee,l, tenderness or ecch0rnlosis is present. If the reaction 
is :posi tive, the patient is then treated with the,t particular organism in the 
form of a vaccine. 
If we glance back at tihe £~bove reS1J.l118 of the methods for d.iagnosis bacterio-
logically of these v8,rious investig'ators,we are imrae<Uately struck by the fact 
that they,all leaders in their work,are 8.pparently of one and the same opin-
ion:that infectious arthritis is,as the name applies,caused. by an Ol'B"anism, 
most likely of the s.treptocoecus fe,mily. 
B"lU'bank: (41) t based upon his compliment fixation i':md autogenous cultures, 
places his u1!o"in reliance upon vaccine there.py.He gives his vaccine in very 
small doees,apparently feeling that the effect of the vaccine :i.s (11.18 to other 
causes than the bacterial bo(~ instig~ting ru1tibodies against itself valen 
injected sl.lbcu.taneou.sly. 
Cecil (42) also g-ives vaccines in small doses,sometimes ranging as low as 
fifty thousand,intravenously,made from his specific attenuated hemolytic 
streptococcus. 
TO"l1art (40), in his skin testing work,also seems to fonow the same prin-
ciple,in the,t he uses vaccines in small amounts for treatment of his arthritis 
patients.The vaccine is made up of the same organism JGhat the pa"l:iient has 
reacted to in the skin testing. 
51118,11 (43 )apparently carries this idea even farther and instead of giving 
any bacterial oodies to the patient, simply uses in his treatrnent a saline 
extract of his !3trel,tococeus cardio-arthritidis which (loes not contain any 
of the bacterial cells but does contain hiehly powerfulsubstance~ apparently 
attached to the bacteri8,1 cells and to which the pa tiant hSA3 becomesens i tiz-
ed.J3y using this antigen in very minute doses,he desen$itizes the patient.By 
so doing,he seems to secure a remission of thE; ac·tive process. 
In vaccine therapy, the vaccine used may be either an a~~ogeneous or a 
stock vaccine .. ln the event that orgp,nisms rnay be isolated. from the involved 
,joints or if a poai tive blood c'lll tvxe may be obtained, then it may be more 
, i ... , . , . If h t' ,,;;... . a.es riJ.!he '(;0 use an 8.1.HogeneO'lls vaCClne. f owevcl', nere can De no organlsrns 
isolated from the joint tissues or f'hlid,and if the blood cuJ.tures 8,re 
nega,tive,then the only method of approach is to use a stock vaaGine.There are - severe.l workers in both fields and some of their work vli11 be reported on in 
this thesis. • 
Vipond (4.-4Jcalls attention to a number of cases of chronic arthritis treated 
with a vaccine prepared from a hemolytic streptococcus which were isolated 
from the enlarged external IY-illphnodes present in this dlsease. 
In 1915,Vipond (45) published a pa:per entitled UReeent Work on the Bacter~'j 
iolog'y of Rhemnatoid Arthritis and its Treatment" ,embodying certain obser-
v.ations made at that tirne.EY ... aminsJtion of rhC1Jlnatoid. patients revealed 1:.\ 
defini te enlarg'ement of the exterJ:1..al l;ymph nodes ,and from these a strepto-
coccus w~s obtained. Twelve cases were treated with a vaccine made from this 
org-anism. The following o011clus ions were dra'wn at this time: 
1.In ten of ~Helve cases of rheunmtoid arthritis the same streptococcu~ 
,vas recoverecl from t:b.e enlarged nodes.,A vaco ine made from this org"a.nism 
produced. a cure.or a marked. improvement in the synrpto!Jxs and in the local 
and general lesions. 
2.1n the ea.rly stage of the disease, that is, up to the third and. fourth 
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year, before grave articu.lar changes have ts.ken place, we can hope for relief 
of p8,jn,aisapl')earanc8 of sVlfelling ano. a retuJ:'n of the function of the joints. 
3.1n chronic or advanced cases,from fifteen to twenty five years standing, 
we rnay expect to get relief of pain, lessening of the swelling,and increased 
power of li~.tionttho1~h we call110t hope to restore articular cartilage or 
produce new joints. 
4.0'ttlturing of nodes in severe cases,after f01).2' or five months treatment, 
and in nrach less time in early cs.ses.proved to 1)e negative.not'withstanding 
the ft"-ct that the streptococcus in question had been present in the nodes 
before treatment VJaS instituted. 
As to the technic used by Vipond,it will be te,ken up in some detail(M)as 
an ey..ample of treatment by the use of [:m autogeneons vaccine.As mentioned 
before, the externs.l lymph nodes in the case of patients with chronic arthritis 
are 011la.rged i3,nd c{m be pal po, ted,at least in thin subjects.il. needle attached 
to a glass syringe is inserted into one of the nod.8s and 8. small amoU11t of 
lyraph extracted.Ii'rom this ,on cultTtre,a streptococcus can "be obtained in most 
cases.Th.is organism grows best on dextrose blood a6~r or on blood serum.It 
hemolyses -blood agar slightly,producing a g;reenish halo.There is slight acid 
procLuction in dextrose broth, but no gas fornation. In all manipulations the 
usual care is takeni;1IJo prevent extraneous contamination. In stout p~ople it 
way be impossible to isolate $, lyrllph node for the purpose,and in such cases,if 
it is desired,a node :Ill3,Y "be excised under novacain. 
A vaccine is prepared from the or5anis~ in question~containing 500 millions 
to the cc.This amount is give tvm or three times a week.and the dose is 
increased to 1.5 cc. and,finally,'eo 2 cc.,at 'which point it is main"taindd.He 
gives the in:noculat.ions d.eeply into the leg or arm rauscles. 
After receiving the first treatment,or at times the second,the recipient 
rr,ay complain of pain in every joint of the body.This state.howevGl',does not 
pel'sist,and after a week the patient will begin to improve and improvement 
will be steady.On the other hand there may be no reaction. Children stand the 
ve.ccine better than ad'lu ts and may be given the same dose. 
In some few cases a dose of sixty-five to seventy-five minims,or even 
less,will produce an intense rea,etion.There will be severe chill,hes.dache, 
anorexia, the sl;ve11in6 of the joints and the pain 'Ifill be aggrava ted .• Under 
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these circ1JJlJ.Stances the 'patient nay object to eontim.'l.ation of the treatment. 
It is well, tIl.erefore, to warn him beforelland that such results may follow, but 
with perseveran~e improvement eventually becomes quite noticeable.UsUEi.lly 
foux or five d~ys will suffice to show the benefit. 
Case reports on patients tre$ted by this method follow:(44) 
Case 1.A woman of about middle age hEed suffered from chronis arthritis 
for l'na.re than a year.Practically all the joints in the body were involved, 
but especially the knee,ankles,1IlITist,elbows and shoulders.At the time OJ': the 
first examination she WRS l1aving an acute exacerbation.After ten months' 
treatment Cl1re ~~s complete. 
Case 2. T.C.,male,aged 53 yea-rs,a bage,-age man at the C.P.R. si;ation.He 
developed an obstinate arthritis in the right foottwhich v~s painfultred 
and swollen.In about six months :practically all the joints in his body were 
affected.He cou.ld not feed or d.ress himself and was confined to bed.His spine 
was rigid and he could. not move his head.His ~~nds were useless as all his 
finger joints were painful,red and swollen.The elbows e..nd anlcles were in 
the S8 .. m.e condition and flexed.In fact,he resembled 8.n advanced case of 
myosi tis ossificans ,as he could move only his eye's.This man '!,ras inoculated 
twice weekly for a1)out fifteen months.He is now well and has retur!1ed to his 
former ooou:pa tion. 
Case 3. J.J. ,female,aged 19 years,had suffered from chronic arthritis for 
five years.She h£l.d been und_er the treatment comrnonly employed in these cases 
and was unimproved,rather vrorso.She could noither v:alk nor feed herself.On 
examination,the fingers,hands and sholuder joints were all implicatedjthe 
elbow joints Vlere flexed at a right ang'le;the lmees vl'ere also swollen and 
p8.inf'l11;the feet were swollen '['-110. the ankle joints were painful,swollen and 
fixed. 
After one years treatment improvement has been nnrked. and still continues. 
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The pain has disapIleared;her ankle and knee joints are normal to all 8,]?pearanc-
es;and she 1ms put on weight.'lnere is stHl,however,considerable atrophy of 
the muscles. 1Nhen the joints are moved grating is still very perceptible .. ~lJ:le 
forearms and. legs can be almost completely' extencled. The hands are much improv-
ed. The patient can 'write a good 1'''''1.nd, can feed herself wi thout dif':ficul ty and 
can knit and. do fancy work"She can bring both her b..ands behind her head and. 
lock her fingers. 
Case 4. Ivlrs.P., 1118.rried,aged 35 years, began to suffer from arthri tis in 
1924.First the right knee became swollen and painf'ul and soon the left.Then 
the feet and_ ankles beb"a!l to swell~and the left vlrist,left elbow,and the 
shoulder joints quickly became involved.,followed by the rig..~t ,vrist and elbow. 
The middle finger of the left r...a.nd. became flexed into the palm. 
The vlrists became badl~T deformed;the elbows were fixed nearly to a right 
angle;partial d.islocation of both radii and ~llnae took place.The toes and 
ankles were painful, swollen s-nd rigid. me cervical spine W9.S anklyosed and 
the head could. not bE) moved more than half' an inch in any dirrection. The "jaw 
'was anldyosed and she could not open her jar, more ths.n a quarter of [Ul inch. 
She "Nas practically helpless,sufZered agony and had lost much "Neig..~t.She was 
ten weeks in 9. hospital, leaving unimproved. 
After four months tree. tment, she could open her mou:th one and a q1.1arter 
inches.The rig'ht arm and elbow,and bo·th shoulder joints showed marked improve-
ment;she can use her fingers with considerable freedom.Strange to say,t.iJ.e 
dislocations have disappeared ~md she is also putting on weight. 
;:;huster (46) makes a comparison between the resul"!;s obtained in cases 
treated with a stock streptococcus vaccine, vii th a vaccine made up of the 
complemEmt fixation strains alone,witll a cornplement fixation strain plus 
autogeneous strains and a selective strep"/;ocOC(nlS vaccine. 
In series 1, a stock streptococcus vaccine containing many antigenically 
d:ifi'erent hemolytic ,non-hemolytic and viridans strains was] employed.Uo other 
treatment w-as administered;evon infected foci were left 1:l11tot1.ched.Subcutane01.ls 
injections were given bi-weekly;the initial dose in all but the very acute 
cases was tllien ty five million, the subsequent (tosa{~'e de:pending entirely l..1;pon 
the reaction.Exh8~<stion,loss of weib~tjincre~se in pulse rate and foarked focal 
or general :reactions were the indices of overdosage.1~e result of the 456 
cases so treated is given in table 3. 
Series 1 















Atrophic arthritis 86 54 63 
Hypertrophic arthritis 38 22 58 
Mixed arthritis 19 12 63 
B. F'eruales-postrflenopause-200 
Atrophic arthritis 111 70 66 
Hypertro:ph:l.c arthritis "7 1:),) 38 60 
I\!Iixecl arthritis 26 16 61 
C.Females-premenopause-113 
A trophic arthritis 91 60 66 
Hypertrophic arthritis 16 10 62 
Mixed arthritis 
,. 
4- 66 0 
Summary:286 or sixty three per cent of the oases were markedly improved. 
Recoveries were almos·t as frequent in the hypertrophic cases as in the atrophic.. 
Menopause 8,rthri tis also respondes as well as the other types. On tJle averat;'e 
ma,rked recovery required at least six months of 1l.."l1interrupted treat-ment,the 
slovmess of response being due to the rue,rked dilution of the stock antigens. 
AS has previously been mentioned,Burbank and Hadjopoulis (41) ,after muoh 
experience in the trea.tment of chronic arthritis; found that their best resul t8 
were obtained with streptococcus vaccines prepared after compliment fixation. 
Although they rue,de no olaims for the diagnostic value of this test, they felt 
that it pointed out the probable infecting streptococci in each case.By 
adding all the focal streptococci to the fixation strains,Burbank feels that 
he has reduced to a miniunurt the1pO.B:s'ibili ty of the noninclusion of the 
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specific strains.~lfle high percentage of recoveries og ~lousands of oases of 
arthritis treated by i3urb8,nk,to be discuseed later,is sufficient proof of 
the efficacy of this method. 
SOInG critics argue that the results repo:bted by Burbank are due l)rincipally 
to the /p,dded 8;o.togeneous strains.That this is not so was shovm by Shuster (4,6) 
by the results of two series of oases treated. by him: in the first only 
complement fixation s"Grains were a,dministfl'r-ed;in the second both complement 
fixation and focal strains.These results are recorded in table£ fnw:and five. 
Series 2 










































Summary: In series 2, 342 or 68 per cent of the 500 cases were n~rkedly 
improved; in series 3, 337 or 75 per cent of the 450 cases were narkedly 
improved.These reslJ.lts show that the addition of the autogeneus strains 
increased the nunilier of the recoveries by only seven per cent,proving the 
value of complement fixation in preparing the vaccines used in chronic 
e.rthri tis. 
Since the 25 per cent failures irl. series three were clinically identical 
with those that had improved. their unresponsiveness was thought to be due 
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either to the absence of their specific antigens in the vaccine or to 'their 
presence in insufficient therapeutic concentration owing ,to dil"l:rtion.:Llo confirml 
'cheae podsibili ties, 112 of the unimproved cases were divided into two equal 
grou.ps.T'ne patients of the first gToup were subjected to defocalization.Auto-
ganous vaccines were prepared from the streptococcus strains i~:lolated and. bi-
weekly iwrrunizing doses administered for six weeks.~le results at the end of 
this time Vfi~re marked. iml;rovement in eighteen or thirty two per cent,showing 
that swab Cl_'l.ltl;res from the surfaces of foci did not always isolate the 
specific arthritic stre,ins. 
Since j.n series 3 the administered. vaccines abf'd.ys consisted. of a large 
number of strains,it ,,",'as a possibility that even though the specific strains 
weee included, their dilutions by the other antigens might impair their anti-
genic activities.Thus in the secong group of fifty six cases,the original. 
strs,ins were again administered,but a, few at a time.If 'there was no apparent 
improvement after six weeks,other strains were substitl;rted UlitE all 1:l2,d been 
tried. This prOCed1ll'e resulted. in a decided/improvement in -ewe 1 ve or tvventy 
one per cent of the cases ·that had previously failed to respond. This J)roved 
that over-dilution of the specific antigens d.ecreases their innrmrrlizing powers, 
often making them there,peutically ineffective. 
Although complement fixation is perhe,ps one of the most sensitive of all 
immune reactions, its value in determining the infection in chronic arthritis 
is dem.:i.ed by l119.ny inrrrm!'101ogists.The criticism of streptococcu.s complement 
fixation is based principally on the fact that it is impossible to accurately 
differentiate specific from nonspecific reactions. It he ... s been pointed. out that 
normal or non-arthritic sera of"ten gives fiy"e,·tions identical with those 
obtldned with arthri tic se~.SincG this is truG,how can one be certain that 
the reactions indicate th,,, presence of such infections? 
Streptococcus antibodies may be produced by: 
I.A relatively recent streptococmls infection. 
2.A nonsyvJptow~tic streptococcus invasion. 
3.An existing streptococcus infection 
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Thus positive fixations may be d:n,e to the presence of an;{ of the above 
a..ntibod.ies and since the intensity of the reaction is not o:tlw-ays of value 
in difi'",rentiat betv'leen these three vipas of' antibodies , interpretation 
of the resu.lts must be carefully made to eleminate from the ve,ccine the non-
specific antigens. 
It has always been the aim of bacteriologists to prep~re a vaccine contain-
in€:;' only ·the etiological ore;anisms causing the infection.Experience has 
taught t:P..at the presence of other antigens in the vaccine nearly alv,rays 
decreases th~3 antigenic value of the specific str"dn.The preS611Ce of many 
antigens,providing the essential one is among them,necessitates the giving of 
large doses before a favorable therapeutic response is possible.~lle 
innoculations of ilW.ssive dosages,hoVlever,is ag"ainst all modern tel:l,ching.It 
has been thoroughly established that the best results in chronic arthri"tis 
are obtained with SIr,e.ll amounts of vaccine.Employing,in arthritis,a vaccine 
containing all the strains deternuned by complement fixation often defeats its 
own PLu'pose,for by stimu.lating imnnmity to all these antigens,for the 
n~jority of which i~1ronization is unnecessary since they are not causing 
infection, the specific response to the essential straln is retarded.'Thus it 
is important to attempt to de¢e~~ne which of the fiYAtions are evidences of 
infection and which the results of non-specific properties of the serurn. 
That a single complement fixation cannoJG be accepted as a tru.G index of 
the infection in arthritis is shO\'i/Il by the fact ths.t repetition of this test 
nearly always gives a different result. For accurate interpretation of the 
results it has been found necessary to repeat it three times at weekly inter-
vals.Only those antigens that give fixe,tion ever,j time are selected as the 
proba~le infecting ones. 
If the streptococcus antibodies are the result of an established immU11ity 
or the response to invasion not ca'using infection, then the patients blood 
should be capable of inhibiting the growth QID' the organisms to which such 
fixations are obtained.The inability of an organism to gro'A' in the patients 
whole blood establishes its nonpathogenicity,and since it is not causing 
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infection there is. no need to stinmlate immunity ag'ainst it. 
Solis-Cohen (47) and his associates,in 1926,demonstr$.:ted~tpat~ogen 
culturing-culturing focal strains in the patients whole blood-could be used 
t~S 9. means of determinin,;s the pathogenicity- of s11eh orgc:misms.They found that 
nonpr"thogenic focal strains 'were unable to grow in their hosts blood.As a 
result of their findings they write ll1fuen an org'anism present in the respirl"!-
a tory :p8,ssages. sputum or feces bTOWS 1.."1 the whole blood of an individual 
there is a probability that it may be etiological or a com.plicating orge.n-
• n 
~sm • 
Shuster (46) states that this bactericidal test is of definite value in 
helping to choose the strains needed for lu"1!!l1Ulization in chronic arthritis. 
He states t£..at pathOf:sElllic cult-axing of -the strains that are :fixed each 
time makes it possible to eleminate from the vaccine the nonpathog'enic orgH.n-
isms formally administered. This weeding out increases the concentration of 
the infecting strains ll~king them antigenically more active. -
Th.at relie.nce on complement f'ix.:'1tion alone ittill often lead to failure 
because of the absence of the specific strains among the test antigens was 
'pointed out by the resnl ts in series two B,nd ·three.The importance of adding 
the autogenous streptococcus strains has also been Sl.:ti.g-ested. 
T'ne mere presence of an infected focus does not,however,sig'11ify its relation ... 
ship to the arthritic involvement. Thus the removal of a foc·u.s not respon-
sible for the joint changes can hardly be expected to bring about recovery.An 
i~fected focus most often contains a nttr.1ber of different streptococci,path-
ogenic and nonpathogenic.A vaccine prepared from all the suspicious foci is 
thus certain to consist of a nuraber of different antigens.Since the potency 
of an antigen is dependent upon its concentration the necessity of eleminat-
ing. the nonpathogenic,noninfec·ting strains is clearl;'! evident.Here again 
Solis-Cohen's bactericidal test is an aid in distinguishing pathogenic from 
nonpathogenic organisms,n~king it possible to discard the latter.A vaccine 
prepared in this wanner contains only those strains able to resist the 
bactericidal power of the patients blood, indicating the necessi~J of 
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establishing an imnnm.i ty against them. 
The fact the,t an organism is 8,ble to grO'iY i'" a patients blood does not 
necessarily mean that it is causin§s infection.A pathogenic strain as determin-
ad by pathogen culturing should be considered as only potentially infective. 
The administration of all the pathogenic 6tr8,in13 in a given case 1Iiithout 
regard to their actual infectiousness is little better than nonspecific 
imrIrun:i.zation,since not only may the arthritic strain "be absent bU'1; if it is 
present it is only on0 of many.By means of complement fixation,USl...llg the 
pathogenic focal strains as tes t; antigons ,Shu~ter (46) believes tha;t it is 
possible to determine \'I:,hich of these is infecting the host; thus the non-
infecting pathogenic strains are e1emine. ted,ag~.in increasing the antigenic 
value of those tlult remain. 
The therapeutic value of' such vaccines is shown by the re:::ru.l ts in a series 
of 386 cases treated by Shuster (46) in table 6. 
Series 4: 














SW1ID'sry;332 or 82 per cent of' the ;386 cases Viera rrsrkedly irnproved by 
selective streptococcu.s therapy.l\fot only was the percentage of recovery 
,J;Tea tel' than in series 1,2 I).no. :3 but the response iivaS rrrtwh more rapmd, in 
fift;)1 per cent the improvement v{as arrarent within the first fe1:1 vfeelts of 
treatment. 
i'h.lXbank s.nd ,~hristel1sen (48) report on the trea t';nent of' 1 t 016 cases of 
of' tvlO or more yecl's dT1.re.tion.Tubercular,luetic 
,mel gonorrheal joints were not consid.ered. in this report"A brief' review of 
the method of treatment uS8cl by 13lu'bank z:md Christensen must be considered 
11ere. 
In ""he report of :Burbank (49) on VaC(;i118 therapy and serological diagnosis 
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in the arthritides,his method is taken up.Complement fixl:ltions were done 
with a number of strains of streptococci. PiX£? tiona done viith these antigens 
would give fixation with only certain strains,sometimes vd.th one,sometimes 
vii th several and. Bur-bank started us.ing the stra.ins which fixed with the 
pa:'Gients -blood and fo-ond the,t the results were more s8,tisfactory iil'.,an had 
been obtained with any previou.s methocl of treatment.In preparing these 
antigens for vaceine,heat is not employed to kill the bacteria as the effect 
of 56° C promotes a qul~k autolysis of the bacterial cell envelope; but when 
attenlJ~ted with phenol,bacteria remain'intact for a rlru.ch lon~;;er period of 
time and injections prepared in this way are actlJAl bacterin enn.1lsion 
insteao. of a disentegrated ITl$,SS of bacteria,l proteil1.Viith this method of 
proceduxe,lt is necessary to use a much smaller dose and frequently a 
patient who bE,s ·tal;::en \i'rithout reaction five or more billion of a supppsedly 
autogenous vaccine,will rJ.l:we a severe focal or even genel~B,l reactdlon,lasting 
twenty four to four~y eight hours with a dosage of five million streptococci 
prepared frqm complement f:i_xing strains which have been phenol attenut),ted. 
According to the tecl'..11.10 of Bm'ban,.\:, thirty five strains 'of strep~6ococci 
of various types and from various foci were eruployed.A patient may give a 
tour plus fixation to the blood. cuI n1.re d.iagnosjdc strains ,and yet may fix 
only one or tV{Q of the foca,1 strains.By this method,BlJxba1"!lc feels that he 
has approached a higi1. deg--ree 0 f spec ific i t;y' in vacc ine therapy. 
Each case tP.8,t is reported here was first searched most carefully for 
possible foci of infection.In many of the cases in which no prima,ry foci 
of infection were found above the vocal cords,as is the u~aal case, a secondar~ 
j 
fOC-o_8 \'IIB,S found in ·the intestinal tract. 
Any foci fcn:md were carefi111y cuI tuxed, -the pathogenic organisms isolated, 
and such organisms as correspond to the patients fixing strains were employed 
in lnaking up the vaccine to be use.d. in that case. 
The first step in the examjna.tion of the patients blood \\laS the determillf~t:1~B 
of its e,'O'.(nl>lementary power,for it is considered by Bu.rbank that one of the 
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reasons for fI'eqwmt n:dlllTe in vaccine therapy is that no one has taken into 
consideration the complimentary value of the patients blood before beginn-
ing tre8.tL'len-t of a case • .D'or complement determinations the anti-sheep cell 
hemolytic value of hUff~n serom is employed,as broadly this value is an index 
to the bacteriocidal complementa,ry values.A certain percentage of the cases 
seen were utterly deficient in complerr~ntary value and the use of vaccine 
is not only ine,dvisable but is almost certt'dn to do such patients definite 
harm. 
After having d.etermined the complement8,ry value, the case is then considered 
under its serio10gioal classification,the three m~jor g~oups of valich are as 
follows: 
(a) arthri~is reacting to hemolytic streptococcus and iso-atrophic or 
e:x:u.dative in character;this t-ype in plJ..I'8 form is periarti(n1..1e~r "Vithout actual 
bony involvement. 
(b) arthritis reacting similarly to hemolytic streptocOCCl1S but of 
different fixing properties; this type shows 8, non-bop..;y deform!"li'J with tulnar 
devia tion,marked a trophy, nmscle weakness as an ini t1al symptom, t."nd is aniso-
f),trophic or deforming in character •. 
(c) 9,rthri tis reacting to the viridans streptocOCCl1S and belorU,3'ing to 
the osteOB,rthri tic or productive form;bony cb...ange a,s demonstrated by x-ray 
is often a very early rnanii'estation in this group.The majority of arthritio 
cases that are not arrested or cuxod early in the disease have a tendency 
to una.ergo f'v..rther changes lead.ing to mixed types, wi th a consequent mixed 
serological picture. 
A five million initial dose in ~mtogenous and complement fi:x.ation vaccines 
was found ample.The heart,wei@lt and the patients general condition were all 
w·atched add reactions were /3,voided. \\'11ich vwuJ.(l give weight loss and general 
lassit~de even if in such cases it ~~s necessary to hold the dosage througt-
011t the entire course of treatment at not over five to ten million bacteria 
. .. ,.}... per 211.J ec ,,20n. 
Every patient,as alread.y s-tated.vfent through a routine search for foci"A 
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careful urine analysis 8.nd culture V,"a,S made, the stool V\"a,S ex;?"mined. and t.l8.cter-
iology determined;e,ll possible sources of absorption 8,re cuI t-ured and 8.uto-
genous vaccines r.~kde when pathogenic organisms are found, these autogenous 
strains being combined with the complement fixation strains if they correspond 
in oharacter and type. When such determinations have been made the patients 
diet is regula ted. the u.sual recommendations for gl'meral hygiene and elimin-
lid;ion are made, the vaccine is given once or t-vIice a week according to th(;) 
r(;)8pOn80 or ree.etion,and if progTess is not satisfactory the examinations are 
made still more detailed by a specialist on any doubtful point. 
are given in table 7. 
Table '( .-Resul ts of 1,016 es.ses of' Chronic l\.rth:d.tis Tres.ted VIi th Vacc in0 
Therapy. 
1.Gases made worse or unimproved 
2.Cases showing slight improvement 
3.Cases showing moderate improvement 
4.Cases showing very marked improvement 





56 .. 6 % 
16.7 % 
Another olltsta,nding worker in this flolel is Crowe of England.Ee gives D. 
report of his method 2.nd in suran1fu'y gives the procedu.re used in an hypo-
thetical case which will 'be rev~ewed here in order to give 8,n idea of' his 
A.t tile prelimill;3"ry int~rv:tGv;,af"t0r el1tel~ing' 'l.1]? th.G histor~- and~ restll ts of 
exami:nation,arrangements must be made for a.ental raCl.iograms and the collection 
of specimens of urine and feces e.nd also cultlJ.res from tho posterior 11t'tres 
if catarrh is present.A tooth nmst be extracted for cul t-1>U'e purposes if dental 
sepsis is present.Pathogen selective blood. tests are ~l,lso madelOIt is advis-
able to start the treatment by some doses of stock vaccine to test the 
tolerance of the patiGnt.ln this ~~y also no time is vmsted.The treatment 
should begin vJith an injection of 100,000 polyvalent streptococcus vaccine; 
five days to a week later 100,000 l\'I.deforrnans is given. There must follow 
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:from one or other or both of these doses,(a) a focal reaction,(b) a gener(3,l 
ree.ction, (c) definite improYement,. or (d) no cr.ange WhH.:tso6ver. 1n'1ere are now 
two distinct lines of advance.(l)To carryon alternating the streptococcus 
and !vi.deformans vaccine l.U1til· we find the reaction point of each and then to 
combine the t-wo together in just that proportion,or (2) to combine them at 
once in equ.al quantities.T'ne amount of the dose is then regulated entirely 
by the d.ose of the organism to which that patient is most sensitiYG. 1IlJ.le 
second method is to be preferred in 8.11 cases at the begen..'1ing of' treatment. 
Later if diff:tcul ty arises the tViO kind.s of vaccine oem be tested out sep-
arately,but in no case nrust either be entirely omitted,aceording to Growe. 
After the third. dose the autogenous Vd,CC ine should be ready and :must then 
be combined with stock vaccine and given in doses of from ten to one 
hu;~dred thousand organisms.depending on the degree of reaction. 
The length of treatment depends upon the progress of the cure and is very 
variable. T"nere is no fixed term or dcfini t6 number of doses th8. t consti 1,-1.1te 
a Bourse.One shou.ld keep in mind that so long as the injections are found 
necessary to prevent relapse, the;)r should be continued. 
The v,rork of Cls.wson and Wetherby at JGhe University of :ranneso·tta during 
the last three ;\rears 119.s been outstanding in that they use a stock vs,cc ine and 
have reported a large number of improvements in their work on vaccine treat-
ment of chronic arthritis.Because of the results obtained and because of the 
methods used in establishing this vaccine, the rernainder of this thesis will 
be given over to a review of their work along this line. 
The factors considered as a basis for streptococcus vaccination,by Clawson 
and ,{letherby (51) e~re (1) etiology and (2) a method of vacc ination which will 
not produce hypersensitiveness but will desensitize pa tien-Gs already sensitive 
and will produce a hig'1l degree of protective imnTl:mity. 
The etiolo{.gr of chronic arthritis has been previollsly taken up in this 
thesis.Clawson anet Wetherby studied the etiology f'rom the bacteriological, 
the immunological and the pathological standpoints (51). 
Bacteriolo.&W" ... --.... -Clawson and Wetherby concluded from their le.rs-e series 
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of' cuI t-u.res rnade from the blood, the j oint fluid. and. tissues, the l;ymph nod.os 
and the SUb-ClJ.t8.neou8 nodules in cg"ses of chronic arthritis the.t the,;m.:;dJl 
e"Giologice.l orge.nism is the Streptococcus viridLms ,although beta hemolytic 
streptococci were found. in a f'e','i cases.This,in general,1s in a~re:ordance with 
the findings of other investigators whose work has been previously mentioned. 
The strains stv~ied by Clawson ~~d Wetherby l~ve in most cases cross 
aggluUn~.ted. with one another and eque.lly well with strains of acute rherurl/1tic 
orig-on.The stl"ains of streptococci from both rheumatic fever and chronic 
arthri tis M.ve in their experience tended to fall within a fairly well d.efined 
group which generally grew poorly when first isolated and. produced a faint 
gTeen discoloration on the blood agar plate when incubated at 37° C. for 24 
hours. These org~nisms did not seem to representa spevific strain. 
Imrmmologica.l Reactions----The two imnnmological reactions st""t1died in 
patients with chronic arthritis Viere (1) hypersensitiveness as indicated by 
the skin test and (2) streptococcic aggluti:rw.tion. 
J3irkhs.ug (52) showed "b;y skin tests that patients ruwwg chronic arthritis 
were hypersensitive to streptococcic protein in a higher percent&.ge tlw,n 
normal persons.Clawson ~nd Wetherby obtained similiar re8ul ts in a st1l.dy of 
127 cs,ses of chronic arthritis and 107 normal persons (51 ).For these results 
see table~8. 
Intradermal Skin Tests With Streptococcus viri&:ms In Patients With Chronic 
Arthritis. 
----------------~-------------------------------------------------------------









:racholls and Stainsby (53) found that the SertllUS of patients with chronic 
arthritis agglutinated streptococcus in higiler dilu.tions than the serums from 
normal persons.Clawson and Wetherby tested the serums from 81 norIll.al persons 
19Jnd from 60 patients with chronic arthrHis.See table 9. 
Table 9 
Percen"Gage of S-J;re:ptococcic Agglutination in normal People and in Patients 
With Chronic .&rthritis. 
Dilutions 1:0 1:50 1:100 1:200 1:400 1:800 1:1600 1:3200 1:6400 
~--------------------------------------~-------------------------------------
1~orma1, 81 cases 1 5 44 26 2 o o 
---------------------------~--------------------------------------------------
Arthritis 
60 cases o o 31.6 10 
------------------------------~-----------------------------------------------
r.rhe strain of streptococcus used had been isola ted f'roIll a case of chronic 
9.rthri tis • The f:,"l'ea test nmuber of the serums from the normD,;L persons shoy;ed 
agglutina tio11 in the dilution of 1 :400 and the g"reates L number of' the chronic 
8,rtb.ritics in the dilutions of 1:800.0nly 28 per cent of' the normal persons 
showed agglutins.tion a-Dove 1:400.The per cent· above 1:400 in the group of' 
chronic arth.DHics was 60. 
The hig:her percent8,ge of positive skin tests and streptococcic agglutinat-
ing titers,Clawson alld Wetherby consideredG~S susgesting a possible etio-
logical relationshi~9 of the streptococci to chronic s,rthri tis. 
Pathological Findings--The cellular reactions in the joint capsules a.nd 
membranes as described by IHchols a,nd Richard.son, (54) IVfargolis and Dorsey 
(55) and others were polyblastic in character and decid.edly resembled those 
described. by S",Jift( 56) in joint lesions in acute rhemfJe, tic fever. 
Clawson and Wetherby observed sub-cutaneous nodlues in 30 per cent of a 
series of 300 cases of chronic arthritis.They found the cellular reaction in 
these nodules,as did Coates and Coombs (57) to be similar to the reactions in 
subcutaneoUE nodules and heart valves in acute rheumatic fever and in heart 
valves in subacute bacterial endocarditis.The reaction ~~s also similar to 
that in subcutaneous nodules produced experimentally in rabbits by injecting 
The bacteriological,inmrorlological and pathological findings described above 
'Nere su..g'gested by Clawson and 'Nether"by as evidence of a causeyl relationship 
be'tween s'treptococci and chronic arthritis. 
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Method of Vacc ina tion-----ll.n effort "tllB-S mEl-de to see WM, t could be done 
by vaccir~tion toward protecting patients having chronic arthritis.Animal 
experiments were carried on toward developing an effieient method of vacci:n.- J , 
ation Il';'hieh would give the highest degree of im,m:u:nity a§,"ainst the strepto-
coccus. 
The things consi(lered necessary in t? vaceine for ehron!c arthritis were 
(1) not to make the patient b.;y-persensitive by giving the vaeeine,(2) to de-
sensitize the ps:l:iients who are already hypersensitive "md (3) to bring about 
a high degTee of protective inmmni~l. 
ThG following expirenlents in rabbits showed tr.at the intravenous injections 
of streptococci by ClavlSon and Wetherby (51) met the three above requ.lrements 
while subcutane01.:ls injections did. not. 
Hypersensi tiveness-----The degJ:'ee of tissue response as an indicator of 
hypersensi tiveness is sn.o'l.m in table 10. 
Table 10 
Percente.ge of Tissue Response to Subcutaneous Injections of Streptococci 
in n9!"'.1l2,I,Hypersensitive and Irmrrurie l\.nimals. 
!Jormal Rypersens it 5.ve I:mnnme 
, . ------------------------------------------------------------------------------
1 0.3 % 10.0% 0.1 0/ /0 
2 0.1 % 6.0% 0.2 cpb 
3 0.2 96 9.0% 0.0 % 
4 0.1 % 8.01-6 0.0 7b 
5 0.2 % 10.0% 0.2 % 
6 0.3 t;~ 8.0% 0.2 % 
7 2.0 % 10.0% 0.2 % 
8 0.0 % 10 .. 0% 0.0 % 
9 0.0 % 8.0% 0.2 ({b 
10 0.0 9; 9.0% 0.0 % 




The tissue response in terms of percentage v~s compared in normal,hyper-
sensitive and irrzaune anirnals.The hypersensitiveness .vas produced by injecting 
animals s1.'l.bcmtaneously in one area with a mixture of a,:ss.r and streI>tococci. 
!J.lJle immune state was brought abou.t by repea'l;ecl intra,venous inj'Bctions of 
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streptococci.-;~;ach of the a,nimals in the three 6"TOUp3 ~vas then injEocted 5ub-
cute,neo1.'lsly in each of ten places on the back with a known number of strepto-
eocci • .f.l1 animals were killed. ten days later and the number and size of the 
nodule~ at the site of the small subcuts,neo11.S injections were cletermined.rrhe 
tissue: response in these noel-u.les Vias similar ·to the type of reaction f01.U1d in 
leSion,s in chronic ar·thritis.The tissue response in the normal a,nirnals was 3.2 
per cept,in the hypersensltive animals,88 per cent 8,nd. in the irmnUl18 animl'11s 
1.1 per cent.~1J:le average streptococcic agglutination -titer in the hyper-
sensi~ive anirr,a,ls was 1:3200:and in the imm.une animals 1:200,OOO.These expire-
ments ·confirmed the work of Swift (58) in t:bat animals injected sub<n.1.t8>neo"tu:l-
ly W8r:G fnad(3 h;ypersensi tive while the ·animals injeoted intravenov..sly Vlere .not. 
This :,henomina is explained b;y 8-(-1[ift (56) as follows; "'Then streptococci of 
10v, virulences8,re introduced into tho blood stream of normal animals they 
disappearrapidly,and,in doses here used, do not,as a rulo,set u.p gross focal 
lesi0l1s in the tissues of the body.'I'lleir influence is probably exerted over a 
relat~vely wide area as represented by the ramifications of the circulatory 
systeU)..Doubtless certain organs bear the brunt of the a ti;ack more than others, 
but all are uS11ally able to dispose of these streptococci without undergoing 
severe de..mage.'i;nen,on the other r".and,these org-a,nisnls are introduced directly 
into ·tho tissu.es there is ? Ioeal reaction vIi th a certain 8.mOUllt of tissue 
destrw:;tion.e.nd before the body he.s been able to dispose of them effective-
l;jT thEe inf18.mrnatory 1118-terial he,s ·been produced 61 ther in sv.fficient quantity 
or qu£!.li ty to alter the bodily response in the dirrection of overl"'r.eaction 
to a ~econd in:n00111ation at 8, dist[.;,nt site. The subcutaneous method of giving 
a vacqine 1,'lill not desensithe the hypersensitive animals,i'or hypersensitive-
ness is prod.uced. and maintained by subcmte.neous injections. 
De~ensitization-----Ten anirrlf'.ls wer(~ lrli:1de h;yperscnsitive as d.escribed above 
0::;01.1'1 viridans.The degT'ee of 
tis response, indica ti VB of b_ypersensi ti veness in these ten vacc inated 




vaCCint';l,1;ed..See 1;8.b10 11. 
Ts,ble 11 
Change in Percentago of Tissue 11esponse to Subcutaneous Injections of 




Number I~ot Vaccim. ted Vacc i11..8. ted 
1 1O.0'[b 0.0% 
2 6. Q9:b 0.0% 
3 9.0% 0.0% 
4 8.0% 0.0% 
5 10.0% 0.0% 
6 8.0'[0 0.0% 
7 10.0% 0.0% 
8 10.0% 0.2% 
9 8.0% 5.0% 




Average Agglutination Titers 
Non vaccinated---------------------l:3200 
Vacc ina ted.-------------------------l : 50 t 000 
The non-vaccinG,ted h;y})ersensi tive animals sho1i'led 88 per cen'li of tissue 
rGsponse. The hyporsensitive anin1;"3.113 which had been vaccinated. intrt:wenously 
ga,v8 a tiss118 response of 5.2 per cent. The average agglutination titer in 
the non-vaccinated p."vpersensitive animals 'W'a13 1:3200;s.l1d in the vaccill8,ted 
hypersensitive animals,1:56,000.The hypersensitive anil~~ls were desensitized 
by the intr(.wenous method of vaccirui'~tion.Thus the intravenous method mo·t the 
two necessary requirements in not producing rlYPersensi tiveness and also in 
desensitizing anirr~ls already rlYpersensitive.As far as the ~ypersensitiveness 
is concerned the intravenous method of vaccination rather than the 13ubcutan-
~lOUS method should be used. 
ProtectiVG Imrmll1ity-----It V1ras seen in the preceding experiments tMt the 
streptococcic aggJ:utinating titers wore decidedly hig11er in animals injected 
intrc.;,venously than in anill18,ls injected. s'V.bcutaneousl;y.To test the protective 
merits of the subcutaneous and intravenous methods of injecting streptococcus 
vaccine t,\'o groups of animals WGrc~ t:t"~ectJ~G.: .. Group 1 was vaccinated subcutan-
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eou.sly at five wee~dy intervals with one billion killed. streptococci.Ckroup 2 
was vaccinated intrt3.venously at the same periods with the same doses.'rhe 
streptococeic agglutil12, tion titers of' the two g-roups were then determinecL.See 
table 12. 
Table 12 
Rala ti ve Imnruni ty Produced by SUbtmtaneous $,nd Intravenous '\lace ine 
------~---------------~----------------------------------------------------


























'.i'ho animals vacc ina ted subcutaneously had titers ranging from 1: 1500 to 
1:64-00.The anirr~1s vaccinated intravenously had titers of from 1:200,000 to 
1:400,OOO.If the heignt of the agglutination titer can be relied upon as an 
indica tor of the degree of imtnuni ty, then it is obvious th...a t a much higher 
degree of protection can be produced against streptococcus by intravenous 
injections than by subcutaneous injections of a vaccine. 
The evidence of ~ correalation betvfeen the height of an agglutinating 
titer and protection ~~s shovnl by comparing the rate at which streptococci 
were killed in norL~,l animals and in animals ¥dlich had a higher agglutination 
titer and by comparing the bactericidal power of the blood of vacci~~ted and 
non-vaccinated chronic arthritic patients. 
Normal rabbits and rabbits highly Dnmune to streptococci were injected 
intravonotu~ly with 50,000.000 live streptococci.In 15 minutes 1 co. of the 
blood was taken from the heart of each anin~l and plated on agar.In tvfO hours 
the animals were killed and a ~am of liver from each anin~l v~s ground in 
a mortar and plated in dilutions on agar.It vvas found in the series often 
rabbits of each group that the rate of disappearance of the streptococci 
frOln the blood in 15 minutes was three times greater in the imnltme than in 
~~~, 
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the norwal·rabbits.~ne rate at which the streptococci were killed in the 
livers of the animals in t\'\'o hours was three and three tenths times greater 
in the imm.une anirru,t1s"The streptococcic agglutination titers averaged 1:4,5 
in the norrtlS,l animals and 1:170,00D in the imnro:rle anil1lals.See tables 1~5 and 
14. 
Table 13 
Org~nisms per Cubic Centimeter Alive 15 hlinutes after Injecting 50,000,000 
Streptococci Intravenously into I\formal Animals andc:Animals 1,'f.ade 
Immune to Streptococcj .• 
---......--------------------~-. .... - ---..-------------------------
lIormlU Immune 
_________________ --+-__________ ~-____ +__--"--t------------+_-----------------
Agglutination Number per : Agglutination ITumber per 
Titer cc. Titer cc. 
...--------- +----~-------------+------------~---~-----------------
1:50 55 1:200,000 5 
1:50 ; 40 1:200,000 30 
1:100 41 1:200,000 10 
1:100 44 1:50,000 13 
1:50 · 40 · 1:200,000 8 · • 1:100 47 1:200,000 13 
1:0 50 1:50,000 · 11 • 
1:0 70 1:200,000 21 
1:0 23 1;200,000 14 
1:0 : 25 1:200,000 16 
~~~----------+------------------~--~------------~-~------~-----------
1:45 435 1:170,000 147 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Table. 14 
J:h:anber of Streptococci Alive in a Gram of Liver Two Hotl..rs after Injecting 




Agglutination • 1;;0 ner f!......,,,,,, • .t.v. .J,:~ J ,jf"~<,:.;W;J.. Aggl'll tina tion ; lTo.per Gram 
---------~-------+-----~-------------~-------------------+------------------
1:0 3,500 1:400,000 650 
1:50 4,200 1:400,000 2.500 
1:0 : 7,000 1:400,000 GOO 
1:0 2,500 : 1:100,000 o· 300 • 
1:6 4,500 1:100,000 1,500 
1:50 2,250 1:200,000 1,350 
1:50 10,.200 · 1:400,000 • 4,000 · • 1:100 10,000 · 1:200,000 2.800 · 1:0 5,600 1:400,600 1.000 
1:0 6,000 1:200,000 2,000 
---------------+-----------.... -------.,.---------------..... ~ .... -.,.------------_._----
1:25 : 55,'750 · · 1:280,.000 16,650 
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It YvRS found by 1win£~ the method of Sutliff c1,nd PJ:lOades (59) for d.etermin-
i11g the be,ctericiM.l pOiver of whole blood that the whole blood of vaccina.ted 
chronic arthritic paUents y;;ith an agglutination p01,'1e1' of 1:6L100 01' m.ore 
had a much gre£l,ter bact6ricid.a1 power for streptococci Ulan the blood of 
non-VaCC11l:11:itf;ld pa.!Gients wi t11 an average agglutination titer of 1: 200. 
Since the agglutina·tion titer rises decidedly higher by the intravenous 
method of vaccination tpJ",n by the subcutaneous method and since tl~e 8.bove 
experiments in aninuls and patients showed a correlation between an elevated 
agglutinatioI}. titer and desensitization and protective immunity, the intravenous 
method of 1\?vdministra:l;ion VJaS concluded to be the most desir8.ble by Clawson 
and Wetherby. 
TYI'e or Species Sp0cificHy in Desensitization and Protective Imml,1l1ity----
If desensitization and imrl1unity should be strain specific,then it would S8em 
that £:mtogenm .. ls vaccines should probably be used in most cases.lf.on the 
other hand, these ~vo phenomina should be only species specific, them a stock 
streptococcic vaccine would in most cases likely be sufficient.1lJ:lis is an 
import2.nt consideration, for it vwuld be impractica".fuleto use autogenous vaccinEt 
in- treating chronic arthritis in m.ost cases.Expirements were 08.rried on wi·th 
animals to determine the relation of acquired desensitization and L~uunity 
to type ~~d species specifici~y. 
Animals made ~vpersensitive to Streptococcus virid~ns of acute rhelm~~tic 
o1'igon were vaccina.ted intravenously vdth Streptococcus hemolyticus from a 
case of pu_erperal sepsis.The de~Tee of tissue response to Streptococcus 
viridans indicative of hypersensitiveness vvas d.etermined~$.nd compared with 
non-vaccinated animals which 118.d been IIl8.de hypersensitive to Streptococcus 
viridans.See table 15. 
The response in the non-vaccinated animals ,'Vas 68 per cent and in the 
animals vaccinated with Streptococcus hcmo1yticus, 0.4 per cent.The de-
sensitization did not therefore appear to be strain or type specific. 
13:ab1e 15 
Change in Percentage of Tissue Response to Subcutaneous Injections of 
Streptococci(S.virid~ns) into Hypersensitive Animals(S.viridans) 
following Intravenous Vaccination(S.hemo1ytlclls) 
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~-------------------~---------------------------------------------------------
l'Tumber Non Vaccinated Vaccinated 
1 10 % 0.0 erb 
2 6 % 0.0 9b 
3 9 % 0.0 % 
4 8 % 0.0 % 
5 10 '" 0.0 9; ,0 
6 8 90 0.0 % 
7 10 % 0.0 % 
8 10 % 0.0 % 
a 8 % 0.2 % " 
10 9 % 0.2 % 
-------------------------.. ~ .. - ... "'----------...... -------- ...... ---------------------""" 
.88 % 0.4 % 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
In a series of ten anim£~ls each anim~l ~as immunized with a different 
streptococcus.f.Phe rapidity with;c;hich this org"'i.mis:m disappeared from the 
, ... , (..t.. .l.."". 1"" . ....)" :1 +''' tl i • ( t t"· t i)J.ooa. ves veXi. In !) 1l1lnUv6S <'3-11.0 • .Lrom 1.8 ~lver es C\;lC ln ·wo 11.0llr s) V-las 
protective imnm.11it:;c was not type specific. 
I\fon-s:pccific Protein Thers,py (B. typhosus) in Streptococcic InfectiOlls-----
Intravenous injections of B. t;y·phosus are commonly used in trea'Gj.ng chronic 
arthri tis "Experiments 'gere performed in animals to soe 'i.'{hat reii9,tion intra.-
venous injecJG:i.ollS of :B.typhOS1.1.S bore to the <lesensitization oi~ anim8,ls h;n?er-
. 
sGnsi i;ive "Go Streptococcus virictans and. to the protection of animals against 
Streptococcus viriili1ns. 
AnimD,ls ·were made hyperse:nsitive to StreptocoCCTUJ viride.Ils and vaccim1.ted 
Te.ble 16 
Chanco in PerCC,nJGil,ge of Tissue Response to SV.bcutaneou.s Injections of Strepto-
COCCu.s ill Hypersensitive Animals following Intravenous VacciX19,tion 
With B.typhosns. 
See page 65 
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Ta,ble 16 
Change in Percentage of Tissue I~e0ponse to SV.bcutaneol1s Injections of 
StrGptococc i in Hypersens i ti vo Anim£\.ls follovv"ing Iu'l;ravonous 
Vaccination (B.typhosus) 
Humber Non Vaccinated Vaceinated 






































The tissue response to Siireptococcus viridans in these animals was 
compared to the response in non-vaccinated animals, which were h~ypersensitive. 
The response ill the non-vaccinated anirrJL1.1s VJas 88 per cent and in the animals· 
vaccinated with 13.t;yphosus,82 per cent,a.s compared with 0.7 per cent in the 
hJ--persensi tive anirnals vaccinated vii th streptococci. It lNas concluded by 
Clav!son and. Wetherby that cLesensitization to streptococoi was not brought 
about by a non-speoific protein reaction. 
Anit:1als vaccine.ted. intravenously vdth B.typhosus d.eveloped. a high 
agglutinating oUter to :5. typhoslls but the titer to Streptococcus vil'iclans 
was raised but sligntly.-;ihen these e.nimals were injected intravenously with 
50,000,000 streptococci it Vias found. that the rate at v1h1ch the streptocci 
disappeared from the blood was even less than in normal ani!!l!').ls.Iorotection 
against streptococci ,vas not, therefore, brought abou.t by intravenous injection 
of B. typhosus. 
l.lJlllS Clawson and Wetherb;,{ concll1cLed. on fairly good experimental ,sTounds 
~1at streptococcic desensitization and protection are species specific but 
not type specific and tl1at they are not brought about by a non-specific 
protein reaction. 
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Their summary of this work w£).s (51): 
1.1(jon-specific chronic arthritis in most cases $.ppears to 'be due to 
a streptococcic infection. 
2.Subcutaneous injections of a streptococcic vaccine do not desensitize 
the hypersensitive individual but tend to increase the hypersensitive state. 
3.The subcutaneous method develops only a slight deg-ree of protection. 
4.The intravenous method of giving a streptococcic vaccine desensitizes 
the hypersensitive patient,does not produce l~~ersensitivation and does ca~e 
a high degTee of protectve iromuni ty to 1)e developed. 
5.Neither the desensitizing nor the protective phenomina are type 
specific bU.t they appear to be species specific.TIley are not of the nature of 
a non-specific protein reaction. 
Clawson /3,nd Wetherby report the results of a clinical application of this 
method on three hundred and sixt;y five cases of chronic arthritis treated at 
the outpatient depe.rtrnent of the University of Minnesota Hospital.(SO) 
The cases reported had been treated during the fifteen months previou~ 
to the publ:l.cation of the report (60).The cases were not grouped into such 
distinct caasses as tfrheUlnatoid'ar'!;p..ri tis" (atrophic ,proliferative) aJ:ld 
IlosteoarthrmtlsfT (ll,.,vpertrophlc ,decenera tive) .!,Iost patients had llroJ. tiple joint 
involvement i).nd all had the common complaint of ,joint pain.Rigler , roentgen-
olog-ist of the University of Minnesota Hospital,in a series of sixty two 
consecutive cases,roentgenogre.phed every joint in which there had ever been 
pain.In this group there ~~s a percentage of mixed cu,ses from the point 
of view of iwcepted roentgen diaEnosis.l'he age of the l)atient may posslbly 
modify the type of tissue reaction to streptococcus infection.'rable 17 ShOll'/S 
by decades the age range of the patients in this series. 
Some people have the opinion that in many cases arthritis in 01d.6r people 
is non-infectious in ori.:::;on.'Phere are a number of older patients without 
symptoms in whom hypertrophic changes i).re noticed by roentgenographic exam-
ina·tion.Such cases may not be of an infectious nature.ln this group of older 
patients complaining of joint pains the joint lesion Vias probab infectious 
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in most instances.:B.ividence for this is that the incidence of subcl].taneou.s 
nodules y,as greater in the older t1111n in the younger pa ti6nt8 in a series of 
Table 17 
Age Distribution by Decades of 365 Chronic Arthritics 








70 and over---------------------------------------------------10 
Table 18 











































It is probable that some of these cases 'Nere not true examples of' non-
specific chronic arthritis.Other forms sf arthritis may sir.1l.U.1a,te streptococcic 
arthri tis. Gonorrheal 8,nd t-v.berculous 201' th1' i tis are knOWll to present a similar 
pictu.re in some instances " Probably the staphlococcus 1TJaY be responsible for 
occevsional cases.althO"t1.cgh there is little d.efinite evidence tha,t this is so. 
Eethod of Treatment-----Intravenol.J.s injections of stroptoccic vaccine were 
given.The organism used. was isolated from the blood of a patient with rheu.mati.e 
fever and pericarditis.T'nis stre,in b..ad been under cultivation for ni.no years 
(:md had been repeated.ly used in previous anin18.1 expirements. It h8.S been shov,'Il 
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to cross agghltina .. te in high dilutions ( 1:50,000 ) vri'th;s,;large percentage 
of strains of streptococci of rheumatic and chronic arthritic origin. This 
croSS s,gglutination extends to strains of beta hemolytic streptococci as "well 
as to viridans strains. This orgcl.nism d.oes not e"gglutinate spontaneously. is 
of low virulenae and is safe for intraveno,ls injection. 
l1'h0 injeqtions were given l3,t weekly intervals for at least eight Weeks in 
the average case,thougn there were some variations in this routine.After eight 
injections the iuterval "I'la.S uS1J.ally extended to i;-wo weeks for several more 
injections,and 18,tor extended to three or four woek intervals,or treatment 
suspended for months.rPhe extension of trea1iWRnt i!VB.S guided largely by the 
clinical improvement amt the height of tho agglu.tination titer. The agglutin-
ating titer appears to be a valua,ble indicator of the irmlT(mid.ng effect of 
vaccine therap;y-.An attempt was made to raise the titer to at least 1 :6400. 
1J.1w i11.itial dose ViaS 100,000,000 killed organisms.1J.~'1.is was increased by 
100,000 ,000 at each weekly injection, if no mJ3,rked reaction hH.d. been exper-
ienced. If a a.isag'Teeable reaction followed the previous injection, the dose was 
uSlW,llj'" kept $,t the saIno leve1.'in the following ill,jecti.on.'lJ.i'ne waxil'llun did not 
uS"l18vlly exceed 800,000 ,000 , though this WrM) e.;x;c~e(tedin some cases' in which 
reactions were minin18,l and the agglutination titer difficnl t to bring u:o to 
1 :6400 or more.In some of the earlier cases treated 8, rnaxinrrul1 dose of five 
b lliion 1iv-as gi v(m. The reliw tions were apt to be more severe \Crith such a 
dosage,and there seemed to be no better clinical resul tSt tllou2',"11 possibl.y more 
prompt response.The workers were careful to avoid other therapy in connection 
1Hith vaccine treatment :in order to datcraine the resulte more f~drly.The 
only medication advised '\f,'aS 10 grains of acetylsalicylic acid following the 
injection to lessen or to avoid. a reaction. 
Iieactions of some sort were experienced following about 50 per cent of the 
injections. There seemed to be a considerable amount of varia.ti6n ina.mfferent 
individu.als.A person mig-ht have reactions at on8 time and not at another.In 
more than 8,000 injections,only one case "ras seon with immediate symptoms 
su.ggestive of anaphyla:xis.ln tlla t caso the patient experienced e~ transient 
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,ctions.In m.ost eEl.SGS ,Jnen a react~ol1 \'las prnsent the 
onset v.j"2~S fror:l two to ten hou.rs following the injection. Th.e reac'Gions l.:uml;1.lly 
consisted. of chills of vr"l"',fing (legre0 a.llct d"lU'ation,followed 'by fever.1J.ne 
chills le.sted 1.urvAlly from one to two hours • and the fever hact about the same 
(lura tion.The fever when present vIas most often 100 to 101, though occasioTk'),lly 
higher.In a few instances there was some severe aching at the time of reaction 
eSEJecially in the back, though this VlaS present in only an oceasional case. 
Nausea, vomiting a.nd die.rrhea v!ere sometimes present.Patients qu.ite frecluEmtly 
fel t tired and ached the de.y foEowing the injection, 'but more often there 
were no ill after-effects.'rhere dicL not appear to 'be any correlation 'between 
the improvement and the reac·tion experienced, :i.11 fact reactionsvvere avoid.ed 
as m;u,ch ev$ possible in ord",;r not to incapice,te the patient or discourage 
proc eding wl th the there.py. 
Resul ts of the Treatment-----Three h"lmd,recL and sixty-five patients re-
celved trea tment.Three ·hUll.dred and one of these patients received adequate 
trfJt;l,trnent to determine the results of thE, therapy.fro be considered adeqUAte 
for res1..1.1ts Jpatients must :b ... ,we reported follovdng e"t least five injections. 
The Sixty four patients without aclequs,te treatment consisted of those who 
diseonti11"l1ed treatment and those who vrere treated at the time of the report 
who hacl not yet received five injections. 
Clinical improvement vw,s based on three genGral criteria: (1) decrease in 
paint (2) decrease j.n joint swelling and (3) increase in joint movement.}~n 
attempt was made to discount the psychologic factor iiI,3 much 8,3 IloS:si1hle.~lJ1e 
fe,ct that most of these indlvio.u.als were outp..'>.tients and not on an.:-y other 
therapy diel aVliol,y with the objec·tionable fe,etor of increased rest and change 
in surrou.:nd_lngs,such as is enc01.mtered ",dth hospital patients u.l1d.er any type 
of therapy. 
Resu~ ts of' the different criteria for improvement 8.1'6 given in table 19, 
excludi:ng the SlTI8.11 mUl10er of (luestiona'ble cases.In considerinG' joint mo·tion 
improvement implied such factors as the a'bn to close the fingers more 
~~~ 
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completely, to raise tJ;a.e hand to the head when unabl,,, to rl0 so previously, to 
be able to extend the leg at the :knse more completely, to be 9,ble to step 
upstt:;.irs w'hen unable to do so pr(,;viously,and other similar experiences. The 
most impressive factor in improvement was the high incidence in thE) decrease 
in joint swelling,as this could not be explained on a psychologic basis. 
Table 19 
Criteria of Inwrovement 
l\rUL'1ber of cs,ses Per cent 
Joint pain (282 cases) 
Decreased pain------------------233-------------------82.6 
·Unchanged--------------------- 49------------------17.4 
Joint swelling (197 cases) 
Decreased swelling--------------160-------------------8l.2 
Unohanged-------------------- ~-3 7------------------18.8 




A study "vas mails of the number of injection:] required before definite 
clinical improvement w~s manifested.In many cases,questior~ble improvement 
might precede definite improvement by several weeks and. in some instances 
the designation of the tLme of improvement was som~Nhat arbitrary.It is 
again to be noted that the treatments ;Nere i.s'iVGl1 at weekly interva1s.Table 
20 shovIS the time of beginning of definite improvement duxing the tree/truent. 
Te.ble 20 
Time of Beginning Definite Improvement 







1------------------13 5.6 5.6 
2------------------39 16.7 22.3 
3------------------46 19.7 42.0 
4-----------------47 20.2 62.2 
5------------------34 14.5 76.7 
6------------------18 7.7 84,.5 
7------------------13 5.7 90.2 
8-------------------8 3.4 93.6 
9------------------11 4 .. 7 97.4 
10-------------------2 1.3 98.7 
Over 10--------------2 1.3 100.0 
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Near~ ~vo thirds of the patients experiencing clinical improvement did so 
after five in.iections ;nine tenths did so at'ter seven injections. Very £'0W 
paticmts reported clinical improvement if it we,s not present after ten treat-
ments.Some of the u.l1inr'provl~d pa:tients received as many as 't;INenty five treat-
menta without any chEulge in the clinical course. In some instances the clinicz;,l 
improvement was very s·triking,while in others it was more g'I'ad:ual and less 
prono1JJ1ced. 
Improvement once lnanifested, vv-a.s t1.S'llall;y fairly well sustained and increased 
while the patient was under there.py. There were some exceptions to this however 
as will be disc1J.8sed in the correla,tion of clinical improvement and agglutinat-
ing pov,er.It is impossible to predict inrprovement in any individual.In general 
the results were better in ee,rlier and less severe cases,a1tho"l1.bn there Vias 
some report of striking examples of improvement in cases of rr~ny year's 
standing. Some of the patients observed over a period of months have made a 
ID8,rked ,gain in weight and have sho·wn clefini te hypertrophy in previottsl~i 
atrophied nru.scle groups.Contrary to the experience with subcutaneous injection:B 
of vaccines, there has not been a definite aggravation of the arthritic prooess 
in any case. 
Agglutinating Titer anct Vaccine Therapy-----In correlation wi'l;h the vaccine 
theral)y,agglutinating titers Vlere with the orl;>'"'anisms with which the chronic 
arthritic patients were treated.Agglutinating titers were obtained before 
therapy VV1").S insti t11ted in 300 cases of chronic arthritis, table 21. 
Table 21 























The greatest pe:ocentage ShOYfed. the hi8'11.est aggllltinatini;; power '1;0 be 1 :200. 
there i'laS no marke(l difference in the agglutin,a'ting titer of normal persons 
c""ll(l ehron.ic a~r-t;lu~i tics except for- tIle tendc11cy of a. s!W-:3 .. 11 llu.rnber of ti tCl"'#S kGO 
be at a higher level in chronic arthritics.B'or the most part, 'the slightly 
hicher ti tors in the cases of chronic arthri tisviGre obtained in those with 
a. more a.c'tive involvement.It TITU,st be borne in mind, that strcJ?tococcic infect-
ions are COIr'J.11on.Ji'eiY in(lividlJ ..;1,ls can be consiclered t111orrna.l" in relt~,tion to 
streptococcic infection.No more favora,ble response to treatment was observed 
in C101.SeS with high initj.al titers thr:1Jl in those lNith lov!or initial titers, 
such as 1:0 or 1:50.Tables 22 and 23 S1:1.01N the reLttion of the heights of the 
agglutination titers to the clinical improvement. 
Distribution of :rJa.xinn:u:n Age1utina tion Titer in One Hv..nd.red is',l1d EigTlty-eight 
Improved Treated Arthriiiic Patients. 
Titer l{wtlber Percentage Total Percentage 
1:800 4 2.1 2.1 
1:1600 9 4.7 6.8 
1:3200 27 14.3 21.1 
1:6400 54 2A t:) ,~.o 49.9 
1:12800 71 3'7.8 87.7 
1:25000 20 10.6 98.3 
1:50600 IZ 1.7 100. v 
1:100000 0 
Table 23 
Distribution of.' I\'18..ximmn AgglutiDE.;,tion Titer in. Thirty-seven Unimproved Treated 
Arthritic Patients. 
Titer NUIuber Percentage fro tal Percentage 
1:100 L 2.7 2.7 
1:200 0 0.0 2.7 
1:400 2 5.4 8.1 
1:800 :3 8.1 16.,2 
1;1600 1 2.7 18.9 
1 :3200 8 21.6 40.5 
1:6400 12 3L1.2 72.9 
1:12800 5 13.5 86.4 
1:25000 5 13.5 100. 
------------:..--------... -~-------------------------------------_._--------------
Intravenous vaccine thers,py elid ted a definite rise 111 the e,gg1u.tina ting 
titer of the serWil of most treatod patients. The maximum dilutioJ:!. in which 
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agglutinatIon occu..rred vias 1 :lOO,OOO"Such e, titer ·was obt8,ined in one l)atient. 
Severl?,l hed titers of 1 :50,000 and many of' 1:25,000.1i. definite correle,ticn was 
observ0(1 between the heig11.t of the 8,gglutim"tion titer and the clinical 
impro1Tement of the patient. Those v7ho showed marked improvement after one or 
two injections 118,ve in most instances shoinl a corresponding elevation in the 
a_.glutinating titer. It is difficult to place any definite level .of' titer as 
that at which improvement should be manifested, though in general most patients 
felt d.efinetly better when the titer was ra,ised to 1:6400 or more.Clinical 
improvement vms found in some cases vii tIl an agglutinating titer as low as 
1:3200.1n a few cases individu..als improved with a lower titer. 
Once raised,the agi;hl·tim,ting titer tends to remain t"J.,t a high level,bi.1..t 
oceasionally it lrJ$,y drop back 1..ll1.expectedly.Acute respiratory infectio:p.s 8,110. 
too 11i5"11 doses and too frequent treatments may be factors in reduc:i.ng the 
agglutination titer. If eight or ten injections were g~ven and a,rid the titer 
went to 1:6400 or hie;,.'ler,and the patient clin:i.cally improvecl,treatment vIas 
suspended for several months or until there was a recu..rrence of joint pain or 
of other symptoms.Agglutinating titers should be checked at mOi1"~Illy int.ervals 
fuf p6ss::i:bie after suspending treatment.Titers will often remain at a high ,level 
for months.With recurrence 01' asgTaVl'l,tion of sJlT!1:ptoms,only a feY! small inject-
ions 8,re lumany si.1f'ficient to resto1':e the titer to a high level with a 
correSDonciing clinical improyement.A number of patients in this series of 
Clawson and Wetherby were follov{ed for from t'i'fO to ei{~1.t months without there.pjr 
! 
and vrith observation of the agglutinating titer and clinical improvrmrnt.3eG 
table 24. 
The agglutination titer was considered in unimproved treated cases.It is 
apparent that two types of cases are seen in the unimproved treated group .. 
The first typw are those in whom it is dif:::'icult to bring up the e.gglutina.tion 
titer even though large doses of vaccine are given.It is of interest the,t 
the rr..aximuro. titer in the improved group 'Jias less than l: 6400 in 21.1 per cent 
of the cases (tables 22 and 23) f l;"{hile in the uniraproved group the ti tar Vias 




however h..ad a high ti.ter sustained over a period of several months. 
lIable 24 
Duration ai' Elevated Agghrtirlc"1, tion Titer and Clinica.l Improvement Fo110'wing 
a Course of ~~erapy and Without Farther Injections. 










1 10 months 1:100 1 000 1: 64·00 Never improved 
2 8 months 1:6400 1:6400 yes 
:3 7;1. ;~ months 1:6400 1:3200 yes 
4 7 months 1:25,000 1:25,000 yes 
5 7 months 1:12,800 1:6400 yes 
6 6 months 1:1600 1:3200 ves <-
7 6 months 1:25,000 1: 64..00 yes 
8 6 months 1:6400 1:6400 yes 
9 6 months 1:12,800 1:6400 yes 
10 5 months 1:25,000 1:25,000 yes 
11 4 months 1:6400 1:12,800 yes 
12 :5 m.onths 1:1600 1:12,800 yes 
13 :3 months ••••••••• 1:3,200 yes 
14 3 months 1:12,800 1:3,200 no 
15 months 1:6400 1:12,800 yes 
J.6 2 months 1:25,000 1:800 no 
17 2 months 1:6400 1:1600 yes 
18 2 months 1:12,800 1:6400 yes 
19 2 months 1:3200 1:6400 yes 
20 2 months 1:6400 1:6400 yes 
---------------------------------~--------------------------------------------
As a f1.1Xther check on the significance of the agglu;idna ting titer f the 
bactericidal power of the blood Vl'<1S d()termined.Blood of' norl1nl persons :;l,nd 
of' untrea,ted and treated arthritics was u.sed.ll~e blood from treated pL'l..tients, 
with an agglutin.,9,ting titer of 1:6400 or more,'l!as found to have a much higher 
bactericidal power ab~inst the streptococci used in the vaccine than did the 
blood of norr.08J. persons,ul1treated arthritic patients,or treated. ·patients with 
low aeg1utina"Ging titers. 
Contraindications to Vaccine ~norapy-----Preg~w_nt women were not treated 
because of the frequency with 'Nhich abo:btion was yro(luced i11. pregne.nt hyper-
sensitive rar)bits receiving intravenous injections of streptococci.It \'tTiO'vS 
also considered inadvisable to adrainister intravenous vaccine to patients 
with chronic arthritis who also had glomerulonephritis.In acute phases of' 
artlu~itis with persistent fever ·the dosage "vas e1 ther reduced or thera.py 
postponed lU1til the acute febrile period was ended. 
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A series of case reports of patients so "treated by Clawson and Wetherby at 
the out patient s.epa:ttme11.t of the University of 11innesota Hospital follows:(61) 
C8.se 1.-History.-r.Irs.E.P.,aged 39,h[l,d had aC1.1.te to11.s111ti8 when 21 Y8"'.rs 
of age(1913) and pains soon developed in most of the joints of her boely. 
Transi tory swelling and redness were present in the involved ,joints 8.nd she 
had 8), fever .She vvas confined to bed for three weeks .Her physcian made 8. 
diagnos is of inflanJWJ?~"tory rheTlr.l8, tism. Shortly afterward he told her tkj. t a heax:t 
murnmr was present.Since then she had had joint 11a1ns off; and 011 most of tho 
time.Seven months before this report (.TwiG 1930 ),her joints beca."ll0 rrID.ch worse 
ami rem.'\ined painf'l:t1.She ~'3,d lnvolvemen"t especially in her lmees and fingers, 
co,md had some swelling in these ,joints mos·t; of the time"She he.d boen up and, 
abou.t for the most part ,but had ma.rked pain at times. 
E:x:a,rn...ina tion.-There \vas a clefini te pre-systolic muxmur over the apex of t11e 
heart,and the heart "vas enlargedJvdth 8, mitral contou.r.There 'was swelling 
";{ere swollen,e,nd the left }>::nee was tender to pressure ,as was the right wrist. 
Roentgen e::{amiW3. tion of the right ,<vrist 'Nas reported as follov.s, "There is a 
Slig.llt atro:9hy of ·the bones and some slight cartilaginous absorption, 
especiall;'i in the rad.iocarpal joint ... The appearanCe su.ggests an atrophlc arth-
r1tis of the periarticular type with very little improvement of the jOints 
as yet.Conclusions;a trophic arthritis, periarticu18,r type .. ff A blood culture 
showed Streptococcus viridans 
Vaccine Therapy.-The patient received nine injections of vaccine,in doses 
of from 100,000,000 to 500,000,000 organisms at weekly intervals.Hea.ctions, 
consisting of moderate fever and chills of a few h01J..I's d.uration came on abo"O.t 
thrBe hours 8.ftcr each injection.No improvement followed. the first three 
injections.Since then the pain has b'3en. Lmch reduccd,s.nd she is able to 0_0 
much more physcial work than prior to treatment.The agglutination titer VIas 
raised from 1:0 to 1:12,800 after six injE,ctions. 
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Case 2.-History .-Ivlr.H.lvI. ,8,ged 22, first noticed pains in the hips and 
spines four years before this report.Eignteen months .betDre, sorene~H3 develolr 
8150 in the right should.er.During the past six weeks the knees had been definet-
ly painftl.l.He now }w,d marl<:ecl difficulty inwt'"lking a,nd took short s·teps. 
L'1J..ring the past six V'meks he has been sleeping very poorly because of pains; 
he had been ·ccnable to work dTl.ring the past m.onth. 
Examin8,tion.-The patient waD 'unable to extend the thighs at the hipS 
because of pain.'I'enderness was present over the hips tmd knees.Limitation of 
motion or the spine was present.R0811.tgen observations 'on the riGht hip and 
left knee were,1I Some suggestion of arthritis in the :d@;ht 5aere-iliac 
region;otherwise neg'ative tl,:'. blood culture gave nOtJ1tive results. 
Vacc.ine therapy.-T.b.e patient received five illjectiol1s over f;l, period of' one 
month.rEne doses were from 100,000,000 to 2,000.000,000 or6anisms.The reactions 
were chiefly Bilight chills anet fever of from one to -G-V'{O 11.0'1.11'13 dura tion. ~Lne 
joints 'ltv-ere slightly improved after the second injoction and ll.lU.ch improved 
after the third.At that time the patient lm1S able to retu.rn to work after 
being out for s, month because of joint pains.The pain ~'Jas pre.ctically all 
gone 8.£'ter the fo-a.rth injection. 
Gase 3.-1,11135 M.A. ,aged 18. noticed pain in. the toes of the left foot. first, 
t,;:(o YoE.'crs before this report.Since that thue the feet,an1des,F...11.ees,hips, 
fingers,1!frists,hands,olbow's 8,nd shoulders 11'<:1.c1 been involved.rlne join·ts had' 
frequently been warm,swollen and tonder.She had had. no fever.The joinots had 
tend_cd to. be acutely involved in succession an(i partially cleared -ap after a 
few days to a few weeks. 
Ey..araination.-Limitation of motion w·as present in the left arm 8,t the 
shoulder. The Y:frists were definetl;'l s1!'lOllen and tender to touch. There was 
definite limitation of motion at the Y;rists.T'ne left Ime",~ and foet were 
moderately swollen.Roentgen observe,tiona on the left knee and right wrist were, 
uThere is some atrophic e.r-thri tis involving the right ~vrist and the left knee. 
Slight cartila[;inous destnl.ction e"nd SomEl bone destruction are present. 
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Conclusions.A trophic arthritis, fairly markecl degr'~e ,rignt \f1Tist and left knee~ 
A blood culture gave neg~tive results. 
Vacc'ine therapy.-1l111e patient receiVed t,Y81ve injeetions over a periocl of 
t"IVO "md a rJE,lf months of doses of from 100,000,000 to !3, 000,000,000 organisms. 
'lne reactlons v8,ried from none to modera:!;e ~hills and fever for 8, few hours. 
T'nere vIas perhaps less joint pains atter 1iv1O,and much less pain was noted 
after four injections.Five df',ys after the sixth injection,the pe. tient had 
p,..'dn and waS uJJ.able to walk for five days becattse of swollen.painful ankles. 
'IT.he agglutination titer vw,s depressed to 1:0 at tl1.at ti.'l1e.Seven hours after 
the seventh injection, the swellin;.; in the feet he,d Sllbsided rmd- the patient 
could 'walk about free .She was practically free from joint pains while u.nder 
tr0£1, tment during the following SiX weeks.Skin tests ,poal tive [)Gfore treatment, 
Vlere very laint after five injections"The agglutination titer wuE' raised. from 
1:200 to 1:6400 after five injections. 
Gase 4.-History .. -JVrrs.C .]3. ,aged 39,bad noticed nruJ. tip1e joint pains in the 
left shoulder,J.eft hip,left foot,lo1/Jer part of the Sph10 and right temporo-
swelling "vas seen in any of the joints.She had b::;cn workiI'B' as a scrubworilan. 
niis '{fOrk had been ;[8ry diffie-eLl"!; r(;;cently because of the join'li pains. 
report v,;as: HLeft <C1.nkle neg8;l;i ve; ht!11bo-sacre,1 spine ne,,;ati va. n .A. "blood culture 
.yielded S viridtJ,ns. 
VB,ccine therapy.-Six injections ra11[;in2: from 100,000,000 to 600,000,000 
organisms were given at from four to seven do,;y- inilcrvb.1s.0n toNO occasions 
there 'Here no reactions ;at other times she had chills of from t\PlO to fOD.1' 
h01TI'S dnration.Slw h_ad a temperature of l02°F on one occasion.'lne pain in the 
left hip,present conctantly,disaplJeared after the third injection; ·there VIas 
rm.wh less :pain in all joints I;l,fter four injections,and the patient ,,;vaS able 
to perfol'rrt her duties as a scrllbvronu,m lUllCh more easily. '1'he condition \,\;"8,13 still 
improved after two and one half months.The l:1.ggl1..1.tination titer 1:'[as raised. 
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from 1:50 to 1:6400 "Ster five injections. 
r, h Hf ' t ~'" -m M "'1' '. h ' . . ~ . ~ t' t ~ .... vase 0.-.113 orY.-.l{l.!'s.t.. • .fit.,agea. 6 ,.i:laa. .lao. J01Yl.G pam Ior 11.e P€.l,S· 101,1rIJY 
years .. l'his 1120d been present· in nearl,}, all her joints,e.lthough there had never 
beon :'\.n~r redJ18ss or swell:i.ng.RecenJGly she had hall :marked pE"in in the knees 
e.nd some swelling I}.t ·times. 
:f~xa..mine.tion.-Moderat;e swelling of the lrnees was observed.ifuere were no 
gross deformities of any Jo);mts.Roentgen examination of tho left knee was 
reported as foll01l!s,t'Slight evidences of static a.rthritis 8,1"8 present, but no 
other evidence of patho10b"Y.Conclusion,slie;ht static arthritis.nil blood 
culture gave neGative results. 
Vaccine ther1.'bp;y-.-mo patient recHived thirteoninjections of from 
166,000,000 to 3,000,000,000 organisms over a period. of nearly foux months. 
l~Iost of the reactions consisted~ of slight chills and fever for tWQ or three 
houxs.mere ViaS some relief of pain after the first injection and. d.afini te 
relief after three injcoctions.T'ne patient is doing housework and htj~s recent-
ly been able to do a complete washing for the first time in tlivo years.lncreas-
ed motion in ·the arms is no'\'! present. The aggll.ltiw,tion titer was raised from 
1:6 to 1:6400 8,fter tllree injections,alld remained at that level after eight 
injections. 
Case 6.-History.-In lIrs .A.R. ,aged 63,pain \'\rJ.S present in the rigilt lrnee for 
to.bout fifteen years .. Stiffness vms also presen-t.l1Jlese sJ'u1.p-toms were ag3Tavated 
by the patients being on ht'lr feet a gTea-t deal;the lmee was morc; painful in 
the evening than in the morning;there \"1:1,6 no other joint involvement an(l no 
history of any injury.The patient 'was always of less than average weif;ht. 
She had a tendency t01:'!I),rd. constipe,tion and functional ge.stro-intestinal 
~SXBX'lination.-Gene:ral fin<rings were essentially neg"ative.RoEmtgen exe.m.-
ination of the rieht knee vm,s as fOllows. tJ:l1Jlere is a definite narrowing of the 
media,l portion of the jOint space, such L-tS is commonly e,ssocisoted vd th a 
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stf,.t:i,o arJehritis.There is a smaH amount of bone prod1:wtion around the p£ttella. 
and. the tibia,characteristic of a chronic Ivpertropb.ic arthritis.Opinion; 
Ste.tic arthritis with hypertrophic bone productionfl.A bloocl cult-v..re g11.ve 
negative results. 
Vaccine therapy.-The patient received eight injections of from 100,000,000 
to 1,000,000,000 oL't,"'anisms ovc,r a period of more th,sm t"!.'10 months.'Reactions 
consistecl of 81ig11t chills a few hours after injections.On one occasion some 
diarrhea was preSGnt. Th(:l knee bG,:?,cm to be Slightly less pa,inful after "'.;110 
third injection and h8.S continued to improve since that' time,so trJ.at there is 
mu.ch less pain at the present time and walking is. definately··:easier.The 
agglutination titer \W)A''i raised. from 1 :200 to 1 :12,800 after five injections. 
Case 7.-History • ...:Yxs.A.J.,B,ged 29, had. haci pain in the left hip for the pari 
two months so that YJalkingwas painful and difficmlt.'l'"b.ere ViaS some pain in 
other joints,especial1;/ the left knee. 
Exarl1ina,tion.-The patient walked with a definite lim.p.Pain VIas present 
over the hip on abduction of the thigh.Roentgen examination of the left hip 
and left knee "ll1!13,S reported as follows, ttrI'here is t:'~ very slight hyL)ertrophic 
change around. th.e left hip,suggesting an 01d,r8;ther low grade artbritis.A 
sn18"ll a.-mount of effusion is present in the left knee.Gonclusion;effusion of 
left knee;slient hypertrophic a.rthritis of the lef'!; hip. VIA blood cul nU'e gave 
neeative results. 
Vaccine thera.py.-The patient was given ten treatments over a period of 
three months at intervtq,ls of from fonr to tv{enty days vii th doses of frorl1 
100,000,000 to 4;000,000,000 o.rgt'!.nisms.]Jlost of the le,st; doses were fro:m 
1,000,000,000 to 2,000,000,000.Slight or no chills and fevor occL1Tred after 
most injectionsjthis reaction was quite l1arked after the dose of 4,000,000,000 
organisms,lastini~' e.,bout seven hours.iJ.1he pains 'Nere definitely less pls-.infu.l 
after four injEwtions and after that time the patient we.lkod without v. liml)" 
She stated recenJel;; that thor,s is no'" only occasional joint ];la,in and that she 
is much imgroved ... Skin tests rUc-;.ve remained positive.The agc;'luti:t18.tion titer Vla.S 
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raised from 1:0 to 1:3200 after seven injections. 
CHSO 8.-1frs.C.IVI.,aged 61,M,d h.8,d. persistent pain in th" region of the 
thorac ic spine for six yee.,rs (s mce 1925) .Pain often 'Nould waken her at nig11t 
and was present at all times while she WfM:1 viQrking.She had. a.lso lli'l.d slight 
pains in the ankles and Imees 0.1.11' -1;he pe,st four years. These pains were 
inconstant 8~d not severe and were noticed chiefly on daP~p or rail~ ili~ys. 
Ex£undmation.-Limit8,tion of motion of the thoracic spine was observed. 
Other joints shovJ'ed no cllimges.The roent~'en rc;port was, uThoracic spine : There 
is a marked scoliosis of the thoracic spine. There is some eviden~e of atrophy 
of tl;l.e bodies.There is only a slighi; amount of hypertrophic arthritis present~ 
A blood cu.l ttu~e showed Streptococcus viridans. 
VaCCinE} thercJ~py .-Fourteen injections were given over .13. period of ·three 
months at one \7f3ck i:ntt'rvt-~ls.The dose,go was from, 100,000,000 to a maximum of 
2,000,000,000 org'anisms.the last injectiomJ being 2,OOO,OOO,OOO.The pati8nt 
had_ no reaction from the first two injections.Vlith -~he larger dosage she had 
no reactions at times,but p~t other times had chills and fever for three or fOlll!r 
hours.Herpes labialis W8,S noted on one occasion and increased aching for a 
few hours on another occasion.She had no relief l.ultil after five, injections:. 
Since that timc,the previous moderate pain in the extremities has subsided., 
and the severe bacBache has ontirely disappeared. for the first time in six 
yearsSfuile previously unable to walk more thf1n two blocks becf.vuse of severe 
back pain, she can no;[ vialk sev(';ral miles.Some residu.n.l stiffness persists 
thro"l.l.gh the thore.cic spine, but there is no severe pain. The aggiblltiantion 
ti tel" "eras raised. f}:om 1:0 to 1: 200 after t1."O in.lections. 
pain i!laS ~NorBe 011 motiOl'l 2~ =-.tor a. rest period. 
Exaraix18,tion.-The pa.tient 'walked "rith a limp.l'he Imees were definetly tender 
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deg"ri"3e of cll'ro~nic ~y]?ertropllic artllri tis , involving' th.e lef"t lmeo • A' , Jvll11) 
::.c;s;l:;e11a.,rrhere is no ovidence of des"Grtwtion of cl: .. rtilaise or of ·bone.Conclusion: 
Slight chronic hypertrophic arth.ri tis .. Hi;. b100(1 cl11tu.re was nei:?;ativo. 
of -chr'';;8 and one half l'tlonths.Tlb.o doss,go varied from 100,000,000 to 
5,000,000,000 or&,"/:miBllis.'l'l'1C last four (loBes were reduced to 3,000,000,000. 
used,. VIi 1;11 ;;6 
chills and fever of from tvm ·to four hOl.U'S duration.J,fter the second injection 
the pains were nmch lessol1fJd an(1 s,cielling subsided in the knoos.lrnprovemEmt 
has continued.Sldn tests,strongly positive before trcatments,became negative 
(;l,fter three injoctions [l.,ud reJ:)J8.,ined nef,'[:!,tive when recheeiced after five in-
jections .. ~rho agglutination "Giter Vias raised ;'rom 1:100 to 1:800 '"".fter tvro 
injoctions. 
m&1I1,.y joints for ten or twelve years.:rhe hands had freg.mmtl;r been involved.,and 
there he,d also -been somB pain in thE; knees fankles' and shoulders .. L~lJ.l"ing the 
past t);;:--o vle8ks, the soreness 11ad been rII0re 
were present over the left knee.Roentgen observations on the left knee were, 
"'TItere is a fairly n1a,rked hypertrophic arthritls,involving the left knee join·t 
with a mmiber of spurs pro.jecting from the tibia and patella.Conclusions: 
chronic hy'pertrophic arthritis. II A blood culture yielcled Streptococcus virida:ris. 
Vaccine therapy.-The pa/dent received nine injections of from 100tOOO,OOO 
to 2,000,000,000 orgf.misms,ovfar a period of tV'lO fmd one half months .. T"he 
rel'wtions vB,ried, the p8_tient "Ll,',:!"L1.ally having chills and feVer of about four 
or five hou.rs'du..ration;on Onf) occasion she had some fever 'for a d.ay.~L1he joints 
were less p~d.nful after the second injection$and the swelling in the Imees 
defini telJli~ subsided. ~ale patient nlc1.S lnarkedly improved;she walks eaS ancl 
with very little pain.Skin tests tprevious posi tive, bee[l,me ne~;ative after 
five injections.The &"C;~;ltItina,tion titer was raised from 1:100 to 1:12,800 
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